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of Las Vegas for several months.
His parents reside in the Estancla
valley. Flowers had many friends
here. He will be buried in Albuquer
que. The dead fireman was unmar
ried.
The body of Engineer A. W. Green,
who wag the first of the Injured train
men to succumb to his Injuries, will
arrivet in Las Vegas this evening on
Train No. 2. Funeral arrangements
have not been made. Green is' sur A NEW HOT WEATHER RECORD
EXPECTED BEFORE THE
vived by a wife and one child. He has
been running as an engineer for about
DAY IS OVER
two years. Previous to that time he
was employed as a fireman. He was
insured In the Brotherhood of Loco BOTH THE VICTIMS WOMEN
motive Fireman for $1,500 and In the
Fraternal Brotherhood for $2,000.
THEY WERE PROMINENT
RES!
Fireman William Brennan, who was
OF THE WINDY CITY,
DENTS
with Engineer Green on the work enONE BEING
gine, escaped with few injuries. He
v as able to walk from the scene of the
wreck to the relief train. Brennan ar
rived in Las Vegas last night on train 05 IN SHADE AT NOON
No. 2, and was placed in the Santa Fe
His injuries consist of BESIDES THOSE STRICKEN, NINE
hospital.
bruises and he will be able to be out
PROSTRATIONS WERE REin a few days.
PORTED AT THAT HOUR
out-

reached the high mark established yes
terday at 98.5, with the mercury still
mounting in the federal guage. The
casualty list as gathered by the police
amounted to two dead and seventeen
in a critical condition from prostra
tions.

a Lofty

Aim.

.

CITY EDITION

Massachusetts, "will be over in thres
weeks or not until October."
Senator Burton of Georgia, said he
was all at sea about adjournment
"I don't expect to see it before tho
BY-JULfirst of August," said he.
Representative Underwood of Alabama, who, as chairman of the house
committee on ways and means and
LORETTO COMMENCEMENT
floor leader of the majority, had the
juoreuo academy will cose a very
Canad!an
bill in charge
successful school year on June 19, THIS FORECAST MADE BY SENA when It reciprocity
FIREMAN R. C. FLOWERS EXPIRED
the house, is believ MAN SHOT TWICE AND FATALLY
passed
The pupils have d?ne very satisfactory
ed today to havxe expressed the genIN ALBUQUERQUE
TOR SMOOT OF UTAH, AFTER
HOSPITAL
WOUNDED IN QUARREL OF
work. Examinations are now going
eral sentiment in the house when he
'
HOUSE
WHITE
CALL
THIS MORNING
GARMENT WORKERS
on. There will be two
declared in a statement that he was
An excellent program has been preunalterably opposed to the Root
pared for the night of June 19. It con FAVORS ROOT AMENDMENT amendment.
ONE OTHER MAY SUCCUMB
PICKETS JEER THE POLICE
sists of choruses, a cantata, drill and
I am certainly opposed to the Root
will
be highly enter.
pantemlne, which
amendment," said Mr Underwood.
COLORED
ARTHUR
ROBINSON,
taining. The music will be exception WESTERNER THINKS IT A GOOD and I ihope the senate will not adopt BLUECOATS RETAILIATE BY ARONE AND DECLARES IT WON'T
IN
ally fine. Three young ladies will
DINING CAR WAITER
it. We don't want the bill to go to
RESTING RINGLEADERS
AND
play a piano solo with the left hand
conference with that provision be
INVALIDATE RECIPROCITY
CRITICAL CONDITION
TAKING THEM TO JAIL
alone. Another unique number will be
cause it would endanger the ratificamarch on three pianos, four per
tion of the act at this session of con
formers playing at each piano. Reci LONGER SESSION IS POSSIBLE gress."
GEO. SELOYER WILL RECOVER
RIOTING THE NIGHT PREVIOUS
tations will also show the elocutionary
If the senate would pass the bill
powers of pupils. The program will
with the Root amendment included,
M'CALL SAYS IT WILL BE OVER IN
IN GENERAL MELEE MANY WERE
POPULAR LOCAL ENGINEER NOT
be followed by the distribution
It seems certain that Mr. Underwood's
of
THREE
SO BADLY INJURED AS AT .
OR
WEEKS
NOT
INJURED ONE SHOT AND AN
medals
and premiums.
gold
statement that it would not be ac
UNTIL OCTOBER
WAS FIRST REPORTED
OFFICER STABBED
cepted by the house and that It would
difficult
to
le
a
to
conference
agree
KOHL MAY RECOVER
.The Dead.
The death of Fireman R. C. Flowers,
Chicago, June 10. Heat has cam
Washington, June 10. "It is my report would result.
Cleveland, O., June 10. An unSan
W.
A.
June 10. C. Fred
Las
Francisco,
GREEN,
Vegas,
engineer
which occurred this morning at 7
known
man was shot twice and fato
a
most
occurrence.
a
we
will
Tbo
be
that
have
opinion
personal
daily
of
san
caoof
scene
tne
encK
Francisco
K.oni,
light engine, died at
o'clock in the company hospital In AlCAUSE
BIG
FIRE. tally wounded this morning in a quarestablishment of a new hot weather italist, who was shot yesterday Vy vote on the reciprocity bill July 16 BURGLARS
wreck.
Elklns, W. Va., June 10. Burglars rel of striking garment workers bebuquerque, increased to two the fatu
F. C. FLOWERS,- Las Vegas, fire record for June was expected today Adele Verge, a discharged French or ,17," said Senator Smoot of Utah,
b.ew open the safe in the French fore the plant of H. Black and comities occasioned by the disastrous col
man of limited, scalded, died in hos- when at 10:30 a. m. the
at a loc-t- after a talk with President Taft a
maid, was
government sanitarium resting ea3y
Creek postoffice, 22 miles from here, pany. Benjamin Aquino, who did the
llsion of Santa Fe train No. 3, the
late this morning. His
pital.
the White House today. "The bill early today. Fire followed the explos- shooting, was arrested after an excitthermometer indicated 93 degrees. By
California Limited, with a work enhe has a fair char.ee
physicians
The Injured.
will pass and congress wijl adjourn ion and thirty buildings were
that hour one death and four se.'l- - for recovery.say
gine near Domingo yesterday morning.
destroy ing chase through the crowded downC. Schimer, dining car conductor,
with all business out of the way, I ed. The robbers escaped In the con- town streets.
ous prostrations had been report 3.1
The number of trainmen and passenChicago, internal injuries, seriously
Work in many downtown offices
believe, about July 27."
fusion following the fire.
Fear of a repetition of disturbances
gers Injured is sixteen, most of whom
hit by flying table.
hurt;
Senator Smoot said thaf the Root
had been abandoned for the day fiu-- JOY HIDE HAS
Albulate yesterday, when a clash between
are in the Santa Fe hospital in
George Selover, Las Vegas, engi- street gangs of workmen had b9-amendment to the reciprocity bill
striking garment makers and a- - squad
querque. Arthur Robinson, colored, neer of limited, bruised.
not
In
would
invalidate
MOTION
off
laid
view
the
the
of
mcriof policemen resulted in a striker
PICTURES
agreement.
early
who resides in Chicago, is said to be
C. O. Clark, conductor of limited.
He
on
declared
100
hand
t
the
that
other
tliat
Ing
misl
prediction
degrees
Robinson's
condition.
shot, a patrolman knifed and a
being
in a critical
Albuquerque, internal injuries.
amendment would perfect the pact
the
be expecteod. On the street levol
score
of men and women cut and
out
was
flying
glass
by
eye
gouged
ILLUSTRATE TALKS
Anton Sitor, Chicago, dining car thermometers at 10:30 a. m. wens
and that with the amendment attach
bruised, caused the police to take exand it is believed that he suffered in- cook, burned
by stove.
ed the bill before congress was Jn
tra precautions today to control the
already close to that mark.
ternal injuries. Robinson was a wait
WIFE OF WEALTHY OIL OPERA- every detail like the bill before the
E. J. Frankie, Chicago, dining, car
noon the temperature had gono
THEY ARE PRESSED INTO SER- situation. A hundred extra patrolmen
By
er in tne ainer.
TOR, RETURNS FROM LARK
chef, back and arms injured.
Canadian parliament.
were detailed to the districts picketed
up to 95 and the police list show o 1
VICE AT BOSTON
CONFEREngineer George Selover of this city
Arthur Robinson, Chicago, colored, two deaths and nine In a critical conAND IS SHOT
The Root amendment," said tha
by strikers.
A
ENCE OF CHARITIES
specwill recover from his injuries.
dining car waiter, will lose eye, in- dition at that hour from prostrations.
senator, "may not pass. The vote will
At the H. Black company's plant
ial message to The Optic this after- ternal injuries.
It is the only amendment
Both the dead were women, one o.'
10. Mrs. C. F. H'.'l, be close.
pickets hooted and Jeered the patrolJune
Pittsburg,
noon conveyed the information that
Ed. Geary, Chicago, Pullman csr them being Mrs. Mary A. Casey, a sis- wife of a"N
for which I shall vote and the only
Boston, June 10. "Families
and men, until the latter retaliated by callwealthy pjl operator, wc.s
Selover's injuries consist of a wrench- porter, wrist and back Injured.
Law Breakers," was the subject at the ing a patrol wagon and taking a half
ter of General Robert A. Healy, U. S. bhot today by C. R. Shaum, who has one which will have a chance."
ed knee and several severe bruises. It
Other callers at. the White House morning meeting of the conference of dozen of their tormentors to the po
Ray E. Hall, mall clerk, Albuquer A., now stationed at Chattanooga, been arrested,
with William
togeer
was reported here this morning that que, ribs broken.
differed
with Mr. Smoot as to tha Charlies and "Correction in- - Ford hall lice station. Among the&o wa Joseof
woiJaa
T.
James
Mrs.
and
Tenn.,'
Healy
named Emini
Daufen, and a
time
of
Selover died during the night, but the
William Brennan, fireman, Las Chicago, who was
today. Addresses on family desertion phine Cazl of Chicago, who announc
adjournment.
dur Homer. The shooting occurred in Hie
The reciprocity debate in the sen and failure to support and the present ed herself as a national organizer.
report was found to have been without Vegas, severe burns.
Hill residence. Mr. Hill Is on a busiing Cleveland's first administration
Mrs. H. Tomlinson, Newmarket, la.,
had ness, trip in the west. Physicians ate," said Representative McCall, of laws regulating these two evils were
foundation.
By 2 o'clock the temperature
delivered. The standards of living and
Fireman Flowers had been running bruised and cut, not serious.
say the wound is not necessarily falabor were considered by A: J. Mc- - SEAMEN GRANTED
Miss Margery Pratt, Kearney, Neb.,
tal. Daufen and Miss Horner Vere CHIHUAHUA
CITY
neice of Mrs. Tomlinson, bruised JEALOUS SUITOR
fcelway, secretary of the Southern
released, but Shaum is held (to await
PERFECT WEATHER
about body.
States Child ' Labor committee and
the result of Mrs. Hill's wounds. FolINCREASED WAGES
E. C. Schultzer, Webster, S. D.,
STILL BESIEGED others. Moving pictures were used to
lowing an automobile ride last night,
HAS HIS REVENGE the party returned to the Hill home
demonstrate the speaker's views on
FOR LATONIA DERBY head cut.
A. W. McCourt, Stanford university,
housing, health and recreation, the WHITE STAR LINE COMES ACROSS
early today. Daufen, It is alleged,
ADVICES FROM STATE CAPITAL films
IN ORDER TO BREAK STRIKE
Calif., head and hip bruised.
illustrating the spread of disease
RANCHMAN kissed Mrs. Hill and Shaum attemptWYOMING
YOUNG
DECLARE SITUATION THERE
Stanford
A
Martin
GRAY
CONSISTENT
fled
university,
As
to
Luther,
him.
GOVERNOR
Daufen
shoot
ed
by the house fly, the fight for pure
AT SOUTHAMPTON
SHOOTS SWEETHEART, RIVAL
Calif., knee bruised.
IS INEXPLICABLE
milk and the work against tuberCLASSIC
IN
through a door, Mrs. Hill threw herFAVORITE
AND THEN HIMSELF
C, A, Canfield, Los Angeles, Calif.,
self in front of Shaum and received a
culosis.
Southampton, Eng., June 10. The
TURF EVENT
bullet In her side.
chlnrulsed.
10.
A
10.
from
June
Juarez,
June
George
teegram
White Star line today yielded to the
Sheridan, Wyo.,
ii
Percy F. Knight, El Paso, Tex., W.
Chihuahua City today says the situa young ranchman conof the seamen and agreed to
demands
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Cincinnati, June 10. Weather
bruised about limbs.
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The
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sired and indications were for a
Washington,
Calif., internal injuries.
will not allow General Orozco or any
south
of the First regi- crews of the Marquetania and Lust
crowd at the opening of
The cause of the wreck is now ranch near Big Horn, ten miles
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National Guard i, tania.
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will be withdrawn on June 18. Or
The reason the insurrectos are being Camp Mills, in honor of Governor here quit works claiming they had
in the west comprised the derby en- get on the siding before the arrival H. C. Vorce, his rival in Miss Maier's ders to that effect were Issued by
out
to be a fear that if William J. Mills. The governor will been induced to take the places of the
tries, but the withdrawal of Forehead, of the limited. The passenger tra'n affections and shot him through the the navy department today in accord kept are appears
to enter with arms be hee July 26 to review the troops. strikers through false pretences.
allowed
own
ance with the president's plan to dim- they
Starry' Night and 'Round the World is said to have been reported as twen- stomach. Later he blew out his
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die,
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long
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The orders were greeted with joy by
The entire First regiment will be launching a general strike.
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navy officers,
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WORK
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RESTRICTED.
DISGUST
J. M. Kurn returned this afternoou
of Las Vegas will be in charge ol
June
SLIDES CAUSED
Washington,
STARTLING CRASH
from the seSne of the wreck. The
the officers' mess. Captain H. P.
and
Oklahomans
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KILLED IN A RIOT
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by
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bad blood between them for some time. details have been received.
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recent
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Franto'day. The close was demoralized
Th strike at the Asaraco smelter
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o'clock.
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Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent funeral services wllll be at the home be here tomorrow to witness the game
Assistant United States Attorney ed today that Kllng, Weaver, Griffifteen to the Pacific coast on June 19. They
Industrial of Mrs. Moore tomorrow. The hurial between their team and the Maroons Sena has just returned from a
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FADS AND
FASHIONS

FOR COMING

An inspection frills are so subdued that they give
the displays in the fashionable absolutely no suggestion of bouffancy.
One of Callot's very popular lnfor-- '
shops shows that striped materials
have fully retained their early spring mal frocks Is of ecru pongee com
SENATE ON MONDAY WILL VOTE
vogue, and many of the prettiest bined with the same material in a
ON DIRECT ELETION
simple models shown in linen, taf- soft dull blue. The lower part ot
OF SENATORS
feta, chiffon, etamlne, sural and fou the bodice and upper part of the skirt
lard are striped, the stripe giving in are of the blue, while the upper part
dividuality to the models without of the bodice, including the Bleeves
10.
The
United
Washington. June
much additional trimming. Some of and the borders of the two deep plaiton
vote
States senate is to
Monday
the striped chiffon taffetas In delicate ed flounces which form the lower
the joint resolution providing for the tones are most practical and charm
part of the skirt, are of the ecru silk.
election of senators by direct vote of ing, and are made up into quaint lit- Buttons covered with the silk and an
the people. The resolution already tle frocks of decided simplicity, with embroidered nautical motif on the
fichus of big, soft collars of muslin, bodice front which indicates that the
lias passed the house.
net or lace, and with self trimming.
frock was primarily designed for a
Count Johann Bernsdorff, German
One of the most satisfactory mod yachting costume are the only trimambassador to the United States,
els of this type seen was worn at a mings, but the frock has distinct
go to Chicago Tuesday to speak at luncheon- the other day, and was oi originality and cachet.
the convention of the University of the softest and most lustrous taffeta
Flat, overlapping flounces of net
Chicago. His subject will be "The striped In orchif lavender and clel bordered narrowly by bead embroid
blue. The skirt hung straight and ery sometime cover an entire skirt of
Foundation of the German Empire."
from a high waist line defined satin, from the narrowness of which
narrow
A nemorial gateway in honor of
by three shirred cords, and the little they detract scarcely at all, and a
John Howard PaJyne. the author o bodice was almost entirely covered charming taffeta frock is flounced in
"Home, Sweet Home," Is to be dedt by a fichu collar of finely embroid- flat overlapping flounces to the waist,
cated Wednesday at Union college, ered yellowish batiste, the draped and another, of light green batiste,
Schenectady, N. Y., where Payne ends of which were knotted at the with a taffeta coatee Is similarly
bust. In the back a big, flat, pump fashioned to top the flounced skirt,
spent his student days a little more bow of black
posed at the high but these are, of course, the excep
than 100 years ago.
waist lino headed a single wide sash tions.
Throughout the country (patriotic end of black velvet, rounded at the
Striped cottons and linens are used
exercises will be held Wednesday iu bottom. The wearer had a band of for
many of the inexpensive morning
celebration of "Flag Day," the anni- black velvet about her neck and wore frocks
and some of the models In the
versary of, the adoption of the Stars an adorable little bow net of fine cheap cotton stripes are so chic and
and Stripes as the national emblem v: white braid and ciel blue taffeta
pretty that they might well be made
the United States of America.
adorned by a cluster of curious little to do duty for any informal summer
Robert L. Borden, leader of the h tight silk roses tn lavender, (pink afternoon and evening purpose. The
position In the Dominion parliament, and blua
black and white stripes regular and
will leave Ottawa at the eii of the
Another handsome striped silk rather wide make up very modishly
tour model was In blue and black radium. and are shown in some of the inex
week to begin a speech-makinof western Canada in an effort to This model, too, had a large col- pensive materials, though one sees
arouse public sentiment against th lar of embroidered batiste, but It did more of the white ground with very
proposed reciprocity agreement with not assume fichu lines, and was laid narrow black striping. This last is
the United States with a view
over a scarf or fichu drapery of black being used so extensively that its un
bringing about the defeat of th chiffon, which was drawn down soft- deniable charm is being overshadow'
measure when parliament leassem- ly to a point just above the black ed by the quantity of it seen here,
bles.
girdle, where it was held by an orna- there and everywhere.
for
fixed
the
Is
the
ment the ends of the chiffon falling
day
Wednesday
Pink is one of the best summer
elections In Nova Scotia wiich will free a third of the way down the hat colors, and beautiful hats are
decide whether liberals or conserve skirt. In the back the batiste col- shown in the soft pastel tones of
tlves will rule in the provincial as' lar fell in a deep rounded cape.
pink trimmed in big soft roses shadsembly for the next five years. The
Even in self material, a wide band ing through the lavenders and pur
liberals have been In control for 29 breaking the skirt length is trying ples, or in black mouseline roses and
years, but recent events have led to to a figure not slender or tall, and foliage, or In ostrich plumes shading
the conservatives to entertain strong this objection may be urged, too, through dull pinks and smoky gray3.
hope of victory in the coming con against many of the tunic effects in Some attractive things are done, too,
test.
connection with short skirts, although with scfe pink chiffon stretched plain
The week promises to be a busy where the tunic falls low or its edge ly over fine white straw.
one in London social circles. Mou Is not emphasized by striking trimFeathers are used even more than
day will witness the opening of th ming this objection is not a seri flowers In the very dressy large sum
International horse show, in which ous one for the ordinary figure.
mer hats, but flowers are sprayed
' harem
Americans will have a prominent
the
held
Those
who
that
upon many of the smaller shapes,
'
part. Tie Ascot races will be attend- skirt would find no authoritative ac quite covering the crown and giving it
ed by the king and queen and thee' ceptance have been Justified by the prodigious height.
will be a notable banquet to the over- event. The exclusive set during the
Many of the sleeves are extremely
seas journalists here to attend the Riviera season and at the early Pa- short, a detail in keeping with other
Imperial conference and the corona- risian events has given absolutely no Empire ideas, and one finds the el
tion. Saturday will see the arrival encouragement to the much exploit bow sleeves of some of the smartest
and reception of the first of the fop ed skirt, and Mme. Paquin doubtless models taking on belt lines instead
eign representatives to the corona- rejoices that she alone among the of falling straight in peasant fashtion.
famous dress designers of Paris re ion,
A notable convention abroad will fused even to consider the culotte
r
sleeve is popular,'
The
be the Congress of the International idea and wasted no time, energy or and oddly enough the summer seaSuffrage Alliance of the World, which material in experimenting with it.
son has brought out a good many
will meet in Stockhom with Mrs. Car-rlPaquin and Callot have both been long sleeve models which will be far
Chapman Catt of New York, pre- very happy in their three piece and less comfortable than those with
coat and skirt models this spring short sleeves.
siding.
Conventions on this side of the Atf and also in the handling of the tunic
Jabots of fine linen, trimmed with
and separate train ideas in connec- baby Irish, antique or Valenciennes
lantic will include those of the
erelgn camp of the Woodmen of the tion with evening frocks. Tunics lace, are modish and add a decided
World, in Rochester; the National As- cleverly draped in clinging lines and touch of elegance to the plain blouse
sociation of Credit Men, In Minne sloping into little sharp single or dou or waist.
(
asso- ble
Glass, porcelain or bone buttons
point trains are dear to both makupolis; the Southern Publishers'
ciation, in Louisville; the high court ers, and Paquin loves the little square may now be bought to match almost
of the Canadian Order of Forester. train falling separate from a narrow any color of dress material.
Silk marquisettes, voiles and grenaIn Toronto; the National Association skirt slit at the sides or in front.
of Master Plumbers, in Galveston;
Plaited flounces and scant, flat ly- dines have taken the place of chiffon
the Northern Baptist convention and ing ruffles make their , alppearance to a great extent this season, and all
the world's Baptist congress, in Phila- here and there, hinting at rebellion these materials are closely copied In
delphia; the National Millers' Fed- against the long maintained narrow cotton fabrics.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
eration, in Niagara Falls, and the In- lines,, though even these plaits and
ternational Association of Chiefs o!
Police, in Rochester.
Vegas people gave their hearty support to a petition to the postal department asking for Sunday closing and it
with
Is believed they will
ON the clerks and carriers in making it a
success. The carriers will not collect
mail from the city boxes tomorrow.
It is 'the duty of every expectant
mother to prepare her system for the
Monday morning the postal savings
coming of her little one ; to avoid as
bonk
department will be opened. As
far as possible the suffering of such
Postmaster Ernest Blood will
sistant
occasions, and endeavor to pass NEXT WEEK WILL WITNESS INhave charge, but this department, as
through the crisis with her health
AUGURATION OF IMPORTANT
well as all other departments, will be
and strength unimpaired. This she
CHANGES
AT POSTOFFICE
use
do
of
the
Mother's
under the supervision of Postmaster
may
through
Friend, a remedy that has been so
F. O. Blood.
long in use, and accomplished so
Next week will witness the Inaugu- Every detail of the system is ready for
much good, that it is in no sense an
ration of two important changes at use and the first depositor will re
experiment, but a preparation which
best
results. It the East Las Vegas postoffice, the be- ceive the same prompt attention ai
always produces the
i3 for exernal application and 60 pen- ginning of the Sunday closing system the last one before the windows closa
etrating in its nature as to thoroughly and the opening of the postal Bavlnga at night. The banking business will
lubricate every muscle, nerve.and ten- bank department. Tomorrow no mail bo transacted at the money order windon involved during the period before will be distributed from the general dow. Interest is
paid on savings acbaby comes. It aids nature by ex- delivery window. The registered mail counts at the rate of two
per cent. Depanding the skin and tissues, relieves
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly department also will be closed. Mail posits will be received from children
prepare? the system" for natural and will be deivered to the boxes only, of over 10 years under their own
Mother's Friend and all the windows through which names. No deposits will be received
safe motherhood.
has been used and endorsed by thou- business is transacted will be closed. from societies and similar organizasands of mothers, and its use will Though the larger part of the office
tions, as accounts must be in the
prove a comfort arid a benefit to any force will enjoy a day of rest, enough names of individuals. Fulllnforma-tiowoman in need ot sucn a remedy.
employes ill be on duty to handle
concerning the receipt of deposits
Mother's Friend
the incoming and outgoing malls.
will be furnished gladly at the
is sold at drug
Matter mailed at the office tomorstores. Write for
Except when otherwise aufree book for
row will receive the same prompt at- thorized by the postmaster general deexpectant moth
tention as on week days and special posits will be received only from paters, which con- delivery mail will be delivered to any rons of the office in which the bank is
information.
valuable
tains much
Co.
REGULATOR
Atlanta.
part of the city without delay. Las located.
CO.,
URADFIELD

i.

New York, June 10.

WEEK

of

NEW AND PRETTY STYLES IN
7
re r,nn-- r
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Coolness and comfort in warm weather are sought after at most any cost. Our wash
suits insure you both at a reasonable figure.
Wash suits of the most, desirable and prettiest of wash materials, in all shades and fast
colors can be found in our stock. These suits are in lthe most stylish models and at prices
that are so reasonable as to make the acquisition of two or three an economy.
Wash suits of all materials are very popular this season. They have reason to be. They
are a distinct and pleasing relief from wool suits and skirts.
An addition of a wash suit to your summer wardrobe will go a long ways to make summer
days real enjoyable.
Following are specimens of the attractive selections:
A two piece Linenne Suit in White, Pink, Blue or

English Rep Suits in White, Lavender and Light
Blue, collars of contrasting
color '.

cr

Linen color, collar of contrasting
color, neatly made for

-

ppj
i)DUU

$7.00

very attractive linenne Suit with lace edges,
collar of contrasting color, comes in

A

all Linen Suit in natural color, pleated skirt,
neatly trimmed with buttons,
only

An

$6.00

White or Pink, only

PRETTY

WASH

$7.50

DRESSES

An exceptionally desirable group of
new and pretty styles fashioned of
all manner of wash fabrics. Full
range of sizes allows easy and satisfactory choosing.

Fast Color Gingham
solid color flounce,
broidery body and
sleeves

g

S.lt

'

Dreses

WAISTS
The always desirable white, trimmed in various ways with lace, embroidery or the very popular colored
designs.

with

Tailored and Lingerie Waists in newest models, neatly and rn-- g
pf"
tastefully trimmed, each Lj)JLOU

em-

all-ov-

ATTRACTIVE

PARTICULARLY

tfjn ff
i)0UU

A neat checked Gingham Dress, blue

A large variety of the season's best

only, trimed with navy blue bands
and buttons, low square rrjpjp
neck and. long sleeves.
An all Linen Dress in natural color
only, made 'With round neck and
half sleeves, piped with
contrasting color . .

Dainty Lingerie Waists of unusual
beauty, in the most approved
styles, $3.00 up
to

11

models, nicely trimmed with lace
and embroidery
each

r(
iliOU

$1.75

$7.50

$7.00

ESTABLISHED 786Z
MACCABEE

HONOR MEMORY

ANNIVERSARY

Port Huron, Mich., June 30. The
Knights of the Modern Maccabees,
which has its national headquarters
'n this city, will tomorrow celebra'e
the thirtieth anniversary of its organization. The order now has 1,300
subordinate camps with an aggregate
membership of 110,000.

OF COLONEL
CRAWFORD

NO!

CO
-

three-quarte-

e

POSTALSAVINGS
BANK OPENS
,

PTHEIIS

mm

MONDAY

post-offic-

sans

ZX2
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BOSTON'S

SUNUDAY

MARKS 129TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS BURNING

E M F "3o"
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

281ST BIRTHDAY

Boston, June 10. Citizens of Dorthe third oldest settlement
chester,
THE STAKE
In New England, today celebrated the
281st anniversary of the founding of
Upper Sandusky, O., June 10. To- the town. The program included hismorrow will be the 129th anniversary torical exercises, the dedication of a
of the historic burning ot Col. Craw- statue of Edward Everett, and nuford by the Indians, and In accordance merous athletic events.
with a custom followed for many
SOUTH DAKOTA'S JUBILEE
years the day will be observed with
Yankton, S. D., June 10. Many vissuitable ceremonies at the village of
are arriving here for the homeitors
Crawford, this county, where a monucoming week and Jubilee celebratloi
Craw-forment to the memory of Colonel
In honor of the fiftieth anniversary
was erected In 1877.
of the organization of Dakota terriColonel Crawford was a friend of tory. The celebration will begin toGenerall Washington and had disting- morrow and last through the week.

Phone flain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las
New
Mexico.

Vegas,

.

d

uished himself at the battles of Long
Island, Princeton and other memorable engagements of the Revolution.
Ir. 1872 an expedition was organized
In Pennsylvania to war against the
Indians who had been murdering the
"unprotected women and children in
Col. Crawthe wester settlements.
ford, who had much experience in Indian fighting, was placed in command
of the expedition.
On May 25, 1872, Crawford's command began Its march on horseback
for the Sandusky plains. On June 4,
the troops reached Wyandot town,
three miles from Upper Sandusky, but
not an Indian was to be seen. The
following day, however, occurred the
memorable battle of Battle Island, and
the next day, when the remnant of
the command gathered here, it was
found that Colonel Crawford, Dr.
Knight and one of the guides were
missing.
For four days Col. Crawford and
Dr. Knight were paraded about by
their savage captors, and were obliged
to submit to exemciatng torture. Junt
11 was set for the colonel's death, and
savages gathered about in great numbers. Dr. Knight, who was an eye witness to Colonel Crawford's burning at
the stake, and who was to undergo the
same death the following day, fortunately managed to escape.

RAILWAY

Chicago,
Miller,

June

MAN
10.

GROSS, KELLY fi CO.

WEDS

Barry Irving
of the Missouri

(Incoporated)

Paclifc railway and intimate friend
of George J. Gould, was married today to Miss Florence Neff, a member of a prominent Chicago family.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Doaterm In

WOOL. HIDES

ARE YOU FREE
-F-

ROM

BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

Colds, Indigestion,
Headaches,
Pains. Constipation, Sour Stomach,
Dizziness? If you are not, the most
prompt and pleasant
method of getting rid of them is to
take, now and then, a desertspoon-fu- l
of the ever refreshing and truly
beneficial laxative remedy Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is
well known throughout the world
as the best of family laxative remedies, because it acts so gently and
strengthens naturally without irritating the system in any way.
To get its beneficial effects it is
always necessary to buy the genuine, manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., bearing the name
of the Company, plainly printed on
the front of every package.

and

PELTS

fMB-ftfiJ- g

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
M-- ,

effective,

Corona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado
SB

JJ

CLEAN

PURE

AND

HAS

LASTING

Made from distilled water

QUALITIES
.;

Eet Us $bow Vou
PHONE 227 MAIN
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ACCOMPLICE OF
WARRINER

years ago when he was employed in
the Cleveland office. What prompted
him to begin his stealings has never
been learned. While he lived well, his
mode of living did not lead one to believe that he was spending more than
bis salary. Me was a constant attendant at a church and so far as has been
learned had no expensive habits.
The career of Mrs. Jeanette 8. Ford,
the second principal in the case, is
less mysterious, but more romantic.
She had just finished her course in a
fashionable boarding school when her
father died, leaving her an orphan,
with some $85,000.
She was then in
her teens. In I Cincinnati she met a
man named Ford and married him
Ford later secured a divorce.
Soon after this the woman met
Street Cooke, young,
and prosperous. Cooke was a subordinate of Warriner in the Big Four
ollce. There were rumors that CooWe
was short in his accounts. Later Warriner made a report that Cooke was
not short and discharged him. Cooke
quit work, but continued to draw hlB
In fact, his salary was
salary.
doubled.
Following this discovery
came the allegations of a blackmail
plot in which a man and a woman
forced Warriner to pay heavily or have
his own shortage made public.
Cooke is alleged to have told Mrs.
Ford of Warrlner's shortage. Then he
went to Chicago to escape her, having
evidently decided to devote his atten
t'.on in the future to his beautiful wife
and his two sons. Mrs. Ford was
quick to meet the crisis. She Is alleged to have used the knowledge of the
embezzlement to extort money and
yet more money from Warriner, and
to have employed this money in her
mad pursuits of Cooke. She demanded
money from one and love from the
other, according to the stories told.
When the Cincinnati officers turned
to Cooke in Chicago for light on the
trail of Mrs. Ford, it was Mrs. Cooke
who showed her husband the way to
the woman's exposure. She decided
that for ten years she had been fighting for her husband's love. Then it
was that Cooke bared his breast and
and showed the scar of a bullet, which
he declared had been fired at him by
Mrs. Ford in a New York hotel.
Warriner has been tried and Mrs
Ford has been tried and now Cooke,
the third person in the mysterious
case, Is to stand trial. It Is possible
that the trial of Cooke may solve the
mystery of why a man of high standing In the community and trusted by
his employers should steal nearly
three quarters of a million dollars and
turn the bulk of it over to persons in
whom he apparently had no Interest
Warriner will be rought down from
the penitentiary in Columbus to tell
history in court. Mrs. Ford will also
be placed on the stand if her condition permits.

TO

BE TRIED
PUBLIC
MAY
LEARN
HIDDEN
FACTS OF $1,000,000 EMBEZZLEMENT FROM BIG FOUR.
Cincinnati, O., June 10. After many
months of patient waiting the public
ii likely to learn the hidden facta in
the celebrated Warriner case, which
cost the Big Four railroad nearly
and Bent one man to the penitentiary and one woman to the madhouse.
The man who was sent to prison is
Charles L. Warriner, convicted of embezzling the huge sums while acting
as local treasurer of the Big Four
road. The woman in the case is Mrs.
Jeanette S. Ford, who was alleged to
have blackmailed Warriner out of hun
dreds of thousands of dollars and who
is now confined in a sanitarium, her
mind almost gone, it Is said, as a result of the strain of her trial.
The third principal in the celebrated
case is Edgar Street Cooke of Chicago, who is to be placed on trial here
Monday, on a charge of embezzlement
from the Big Four. His trial, it is believed, will bring to light all of the hid-dedetails In the sordid storyi of love,
lust, intrigue and blackmail.
From the very first it has been
hinted that the least fact of all in the
huge scandal was Warrlner's $643,000
In Warrlner's trial
embezzlement.
and in the trial of Mrs. Ford the name
of Edgar Street Cooke was frequently
mentioned. Warriner declared that
Cooks was the instigator and real
principal in the thefts of the railroad
company's funds. Yet months passed
before any effort was made to bring
about the arrest and trial of the
'agoan, who affected to feel no fear
that he would ever be prosecuted on
the charges made against him.
Charles L. Warriner confessed that
his thefts from the railroad began
n

Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
Kidney Remedy, and before taking it three days I could feel Its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared up, and I
am so much better. I do not hesitate
to recommend Foley Kidney Rem
edy." O. O. Scahefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
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San Francisco

ON SALE June
FiNAL

5. 6. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
- 16, 17. 18. 19. 20. 21 and 22.
LIMIT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911

LOS ANGELES or
SAN DIEGO

One
ver direct or
Denver and San
Francisco

I

$62.50

PULPIT
AND

Choir Loft

BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE avenue and Sixth
street, Rer. O. P.
CONCEPTION
Adrian " Rabeyrolle, Miles, Pastor.
paator.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m; preaching
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass by the pastor at 11:00 a. m.; and
it 10 a. m. Sunday school in English 8:00 p. m. Young People's meeting
ui Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at at 7:00 p. m.
I :iO
p. m. Rosary and benediction
Public cordially invited to these ser
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
vices.

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun8:30,
day excepted. Second mass
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.

NORTHWEST
One Way, Via

Portland or Seattle
or

the reBoat or Rail from San Francisco
verse. Meals and sleeper free while at sea

ASTORIA

AND

PORTLAND, ORE.

SAN DIEGO
or

TACOMA,

A

$55.50

Salt. Lake

or Denver and
June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
and 22

Billings

It

Always Pays

to Buy

D.

L

BATCHELOR,

TEMPLE MONTEFIORE Douglas
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
rabbi.
Services and sermon every Friday
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chil
dren and Sabbath school every Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.

POLICE CHIEFS MEET
Washington, June 10. The board
of governors of the national bureau
of identification, representing the po
lice departments of all the large American cities, held a meeting here t
day at the call of Major Richard Sylvester, who Is president of the organization. The members of the
board are William A. Pinkerton of
Chicago, J. J. Donahue of Omaha, J.
W. Reynolds of New Orleans, T. A.
Farnan of Baltimore, J. J. Downey
of Detroit, and John T. Janssen of
Milwaukee. The members of the
board will go from here to Rochester
the first of next week to attend the
annual convention of the International Police association.

Advertised Goods

On 30 Days Trial

F R

.

Agent.

It is Torae than useless to take any
medicine Internally for muscular or
chronic rheumatism. All that Is need
ed Is a free application of Chamber
lain's Liniment. For sale by all

E

E

Foley Kidney Pills are a true medicine. They are hea'ing, strengthen
ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
quickly. O. G. Sohaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
NATIONAL

SKAT CONGRESS

Pittsburg, June 10. There were big
deals on in Pittsburg today.- - They
were not deals in stocks or dirt, but
in pasteboards of varied hues and
divers spots. The grand national
tournament of the' North American
Skat league is on, with 2,000 players
participating. Large delegations are
here from Chicago, Milwaukee, Davenport Baltimore, Newark, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Detroit, Cleveland, St.
Paul, New York, Oakland, Cal., and
a number of other large cities
throughout the country.

n
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tas'JVegas Light & Power Co.
Phone Main 206

MRS. VEST FELT LIKE CRYING
Wallace, Va. Mrs. Mary Vest, of

this place, Bays, "I hadn't been very
well for three years, and at last 1
was taken bad. I could not stand
on my feet, I had such pains. I
ached all over. I felt like crying all
the time. Mother insisted on my
trying Cardui. Now I feel well, and
do nearly all my housework." No medTHE FIRST S. D. ADVENTIST icine for weak and ailing women,
CHURCH
Regular services in the A. has been so successful as Cardui. It
O. U. W. hall on Eighth street, be goes to the spot, relieving pain and
tween Douglas and Lincoln. C. Mo- - distress, and building up womanly
Reynolds, pastor.
strength, In a way that will surely
Sabbath School on the Sabbath please you. Only try It once.
(Saturday) at 2:30 p. m. Preaching
at 3:30 p. m.
All are cordially Invited to all ser
i
.
vices.

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Little Rock. Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She eays: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him
he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine Is In the yellow package alO. G.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Electric Irons

I

MATINEE

I

AND NIOliT

Continuous Advertising
and
IS WHAT Itmakes your name familiar
ContinlJus-nev-

er
with your business.
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking,
(f If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

identifies

OPERA HOUSE

MATINEE

LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

JUNE 14th

AND NIGHT

JUNE 14th
s

Obhneyeris Kofonado MM
Cwelftb Season

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke

tii

$55.50

GOOD FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER DIRECTION

Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.

'

'

FINAL RETURN LIMIT SEPTEMBER 15, 1911

TICKETS ARE FIRST CLASS

vice.

BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
B. Y. P. U- - J n m. All are welcome
to attend these services.

EVERETT,

For the Round Trip
16,17,18,19,20,21

k

SHILOH

Via Denver and

Tickets on Sale

Ken-dric-

.........

WASn.

turning via
Oden and Denv er

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
lie believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

,

77

direct or via
Los Angeles re- -

,

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

.9:45
Sunday School
11:00
Morning Prayer Sermon
It is expected that the bishop of the
district, the Rt. Rev. J. Mills
will preach at the 11 o'clock ser

This church is open daily for private
prayer and meditation.
This church Is open daily for pri
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
vate prayer and meditation.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN
for the Insane mass every fourth
Services in A. O. U. W. hall, Eighth
Sunday by the pastor.
street, between Douglas and Lincoln.
Regular services will be conducted
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL at the Christian church Sunday morn
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Naing and evening.
tional avenue, Hi. C. Anderson, pastor.
At 11 o'clock tomorrow morning in
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
place of the usual preaching services Rer. Norman
Skinner, pastor. Douglas
the following Children's Day program
venue and Tenth street.
will be given at the First Methodist
Children's Day will be observed at
Kplacopal church:
the Presbyterian
church tomorrow
Program.
at 11 o'clock.
morning
Ruth Conrad
Voluntary
Program.
Hymn
Congregation Song "All Hail! Our Festal Day". .
Baptismal Service.
School
Chorus
Song
Prayer By the Pastor.
Welcome
Henry Roberts Primary Exercise "Children's Day.''
Maxime Hereford Exercise "Keeping Children's Day."
"My Dollar"
Joe Dice
Children's Day Exercise
Four boys
Viola Fishburn Song "God Is Love,"
"Please Be Still"
School
"A Wish"...
Leotta Cook Responsive
'
.
Reading
Dan Wilson Recitation "The Heavenly Dove,".,
"A Joke"
Song "See Them Swing
Ruth Zings
Primary class ong
Primary. Class
Recitation "The Lamb of the Flock" Exercise "Workers for Christ,"....
Four Girls
Harley Underwood
Miss Mae Schlott Song Children's Day
Solo
.School
Recitation "Children's Hour,"
Recitation "The Heavenly Voice,".
Jesse Wood
Alberta Patterson
Recitation "The Lesson We Learn" Song "The Call of the Children,"..
Naomi Bell Underwood Recitation "The Moon,"
Exercise "Flowers of God's King
Katherine Larkln
Mrs. Speicher's Class Song "Little South Wind,"
dom"
Recitation "Work and Win"
. ...
, , .Marjorie Wheeler
Charles McCullough Responsive Reading. ."God's Won- Alta Fishburn
Piano Solo
dorous Love."
Exercise "We Give Our Best Six
Seng "Coming, We Are Coming,"
Mr. Shllllnglaw's class
Children."
Chorus Recitation Little Missionaries,". . .
Song
Recitation. ."Suffer the Children to
Harriet Tooker
Come
Olive Anderson Address.
Ruth Seellnger Song "The Children's Prayer
Violin Solo
.School
Piano accompaniment, Kate Seelinger.
Recitation "The Saviour and the
Benediction.
The church extends a most hearty
Children". . . .Marguerite Carscallen
Invitation to all people. Strangers
Song "Let Them Come to Me"....
Girls of Mrs. Spencer's class and sojourners to the city especially
welcomed.
Kecitation "The Childrens' Sabbath
Ethel Wilson
Day"
Exercise "Rainbow Children"
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE SOCIETY,
Regular servlcea every Sunday morn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. All are welcome.

SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO

ADVERTISED GOODS

Cathechism for English speaking
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
.'Lildren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
National avenue and Eighth street.
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak- Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
ing children on Thursday A p. m., and
Trinity Sunday June 11, 1911.
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
7:30
Holy Communion.,

OR

$55.50

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

ui.

LOS ANGELES

way via Den-

Mrs. Hodson's class
Recitation "Crowning Children's. . .
Elmer McCullough
,
Day"
Remarks by the pastor.
Of feTlng Music
Mabel Williams
Solo
Prof John Clark Baker
Benediction.

Direct

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle

here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park

at Every Stroke

The

Greatest Amusement Park in America

NOTE ITS
GREAT SOLOISTS

MISS BLANCHE

LYONS...

FRANK HELLE
JOHN HUGHES. . r
OTTO H. JACOBS
JAMES E. SEEBOLD
HENRY MAYER

I

Soprano
World's Fluegel Horn Soloist
Cornet Virtuoso
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
Piccolo Soloist
Xyophone Soloist
1!

V
f

...

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

weight. It had double the mileage of your freshness so 'clean and smooth
that you are a Joy to behold and the
other batteries.. ? .
afternoon you return dirty, bedrag
I
im
Now the inventor tells of later
gled and wrinkled beyond recogniportant Improvements, and his opin tion. Your advent U.. hailed with
(
ion goes far with the world in ali pleasure bj our friends,
on the street
e
befo-and in you place' f business, and
such questions. It was years
he brought the incandescent light to your return is welcomed by the
" ' 1 I ' '
the form in which it became a com
In the morning your freshness is
mon utility, but from the first he
maintained that the fundamental Idea like the daintiness of the sweet smellwas best and that its essentlral suc- ing rose, but at eventide, like the fair
cess was certain. Step by step, Edi- fragrant thing you have wilted. You
son has similarly improved his stor smile as long as you lie peacefully
age battery cell, and probably can sleeping but you lie when questioned
better It still more, chemically, me as to your hours of slumber; then
chanically and in materials. But the you arise and go forth arrayed in
lightweight battery he says he has your glad glory, only to return again
in the evening with the same sad
now attained could be Applied
readily, distributed so widely and em- story.
In all ages men have worshipped
ployed in so many convenient ways
at slight cost that, if ,Jt meets Edi- at your shrine, and sought opportunity
son's expectations, a revolution in to pay the bills for your perpetua
motive power is at hand. If a chenp lion. In the spring time you are as
storage battery capable of moving a welcome as the''flowers, but in the
i
PLAYING HIS HAND.
vehicle-- seventy miles can be carried winter you wrap yourself in the drapBut Mr. Jones is not a viper.'
in a suit rase, as Edison says, and eries of the cooler season and lie
And Mr. Hand is not a piper.
in three minutes, the re- down In the meditation of your con
recharged
As has been said, the vipef .does sources
for applying safe, econimical auests.
not plan and pqlot and scheme.! ;It is
power are about to he expanded immerely a reptile, devoid of gratitude, mensely.
STRIKE DISPUTE SETTLED
selfish, with blood like ice and
0
June 10 The dispute
Washington,
temper like the fires of helL
between the Southern Railway com
, THE S1IIUT WAIST GI1JL
to the consideration
When it
I
pany and its firemen, which has been
.
than his own. per.
0 anything,
Fair creature of spring and warm in mediation for two weeks, has beer.
BOnal ends- - Mr-- J"es has blood BO
kissed by sun and sons; settled. Both sides made concess;on3
cold that he could sweat
in weather;
and
blossoming into radiance it is said.
August, his gratitude must be indi blushing
of
and
happiness
hopefulness;
cated by the strongest minus sign
There is one medicine that every
and
creations
squeezed
by
can
that algebra
muster, and his tern
family should be provided with and
are
manliness,
you
esDeciallv durine the summer months,
pel" well, Mr. Jones Is iot a viper,
so he controls his temper diplomat- togged in your many hued creations viz, Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
of
and tossed on the waves of Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer
ically and makes that as selfish as thebeauty
tain to be needed. It costs but a quarmany
laughing, limpid waters.
the rept of him.
to be without it?
In the morning you go forth in all ter. Can youallafford
For sale by
druggists.
But the people of New Mexico and
the loyal members of the democratic
party in this territory would do well
to read that chapter of the Blot
where advice is given about warm
ing or nurturing the viper in your
STRAY TOPICS FROM LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

which he. aa an attorney, represents
WOUldTIVe IS represent.
- rtoprta XC3Ctt!XUeve that it
ESTABLISHED
1871
that constitution wen made taslar of
.
amendment, he might, at a later aate.
PUBLISHED BY
have it moulded to hia wilL Poli
CO
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
.;
ticians bare received fat fees in other
'.
iiwuroRino
states for acta like thin. '
EDITOR
Mr. Jones believes that all is fair
;M. M. PADGETT
in politics and war and the way Mr.
Jones plays the game of politics It is
war against the world and in favor of
Mr. Jones.
Entend t the Postoffloe at East It has been said that Jb.Vlland
jj.
laa Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- was
with Mr. Jones in Bcattfcfiujs
sion through the United States Malls
as second class matter.
truthless seeds of intended ; distention
at Washington. Just 4 hat Mr.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Hand's personal object in this is, does
DAILY BY CARRIER
not seem so plain as in the case of
Per Copy
)5
Mr. Jones. But there have been ru
One Week
15
One Month
65 mors of large loans when cash was
Oi.e Year
$7'. 50 badly needed, and there are those suf
DAILY BY MAIL
ficiently careless in their opinions to
On Year
$6.00 suggest that .Mr. Jones' is merely

Gljc

gaily (Dptlc
1

One Tear
Six Months

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
$2.00
1.00

(Cash in Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
M responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application
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TIME
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are
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LIKE ANUICTUItED VIPER
The Bible warns against warming
or nurturing the viper in your bosom.
But the viper is only a
ning,
quick to anger, incapable of elaborate planning to its own
ends.
Far worse than the reptile-vipe-r,
is be who
yet quite as
has garnered richly from the lavish
hand New Mexico holds forth and
rises, strong In the strength ehe gave
him, to strike at her heart in order
that he may gain.
The real viper strikes hut once,
Then, his senseless anger spent, he
slides away Into the Bhadows, seek,
ing only to be let alone.
But this other! All of the time that
he is being warmed and nurtured,
he is 1 lotting to suck the blood from
that which is befriending him; plan
ning that she may starve while he
grows fat upon the food which, of a
right, is her.
- A. A.
Jones, rich in the wealth that
New Mexico has given, made a trip
to Washington to fight against that
statehood which haa been New Mexico's plea for decades. Knowing that
statehood means more than any other
one thing could possibly mean to the
territory that has brought him up
from an unheard-o- f atom in the current of adversity to a place of prominence (might one say of honor?)
knowing, also, that statehood if
granted now can mean but little if
anything in personal gain to himself,
he has seen fit to oppose the greatest good to the greatest number in
reptile-unreaso-

cold-bloode-

,

the interests of the
few.
Mr. Jones may

pnoflt-seekln-

g

tell us that he wants
nothing for himself. But we. who
have watched Mr. Jones through the
course of his financial advancement
would find that hard to believe. His
sacrifices have seldom been other
than before the altar of personal gain
perhaps not in money alone, but
in lands, or privileges, or positions,
or powers lo,, A. Jones.
In this instance Mr. Jones has not
scrupled to misrepresent the democracy of New Mexico to further his
plans. In company with J. IX Hand
he has endeavored to scatter the be
lief that New Mexico democrats were
against statehood at this time, that
they opposed the constitution which
they have ratified by their votes and
ihat he was the messlah of their
cause.
In this his object is plainly evident
He is again seeking for illicit power,
Be values Lis political position
"dictator of democracy" above - the
advancement of the commonwealth.
And this is the way he has reasoned
lt';oiit, perfecting his schemes while
the territory against which he plots
still is yielding to him of its untold
wealth:
First Mr. Jones believes that if he
a
can prevent statehood it wiU bo
at
victory
democratic
a
toward
step
the next eletdon in tms lemwr,. If
Second Mr. Jones believes that
the
there ia a democratic victory at
ie
this
territory,
la
election
ext
of foldchance
a
stand
will
(Jones)
beneath a desk
ing his angular legs
In the United States senate.
Third Mr. Jones believes that the
the coming
present constitution of not
suited to
Is
Mexico
New
of
slate
tot
t0
and
tt0
his
corporations
the
of
some
est of

,pefrt

r

""T

ice-wat-

form-fittin-

g

form-mouldin- g

bosom.

And then, although Mr. Jones is not
a viper, make the obvious application.
o

New York, June, 10. The long continued drought throughout the eastern
section of this country Is beginning
.
h!8 all t
make itself seriously felt by the
"ttlesym.
to
uarrassed statesmen. shrinkage of the available water sup-rlyOnce they are eWf
u u ...as a notion
Although New York City iB not
I
that all thev n
yet actually running short of water,
r wun a its supply of the precious fluid has
view to vnHn
on
them. r fallen so low that the city authorities
to recommend
the aPPointment to of- have considered
it necessary to put a
availan7e stop to wastefulness in the use of walamr course ia
'
ter for domestic and industrial purare merely
required to adonM
pose. An effort is also to be made
I"0"0 of Purring to be righ tha7t! to
reduce, as much as possible, the trebe. president
mendous
loss by leakage of pipes.
Out consider
. .
The towns in Westchester county,
w
confronts
UCI IIHTflTlA
north of the city line, are in a more
from Missouri 7 "
htt 7ngressm"
serious condition than New York City.
of
enthu"
'asm
J0 tbey
Yonkers seems to be in a particularly
Uvea. ,w!
p,edd their 'Unfortunate
situation this year. Many
OJlc He was to times before did the water
supply of
be Ml.,,,.-- . ...
,
.
"tvorue son. They over Yonkers run low, but the town was
;
always able to get help from New
boh wno mis-hk
York. This year, however, New York
even a
City's water supply is so low that the
bater favorite. The r
city cannot afford to divert part of
its own water supply to help out neighNow other states ar
boring suburban towns. The authorthem to get in the lead
for Clark. The ities of Yonkers have found it necesProspects are good. Not in
years has sary to put the city on half rations
Le party had
such a chance to sweep and to keep it thus until an ample
the country-a- nd
the postoffices. Yet rainfall should replenish the waters
uimr pieuge of last year rises to
mock of the Nepperhan river, which is the
them.
source of Yonkers's water supply. The
Suppose-hon- ible
to contemplat- e- contents of the Grassy Spring resersuppose that even without thpir
voir are not to be used except in a
The "dog crazy" women of this city
Champ Clark should be nominated! c.ise of the most urgent necessity.
are indignant over the recent order of
suppose his election should follow
the United States Treasury Depart
Where would those Missouri demoUnder the present conditions it is meijt, calling the attention of the ol
cratic congressmen who
opposed him rather aggravating to New York's lector of the port of New York to the
e; What fine Jobs within the Kit citizens to hear from C. W. Baker, faa '.hat under the tariff law an'm jls
of the executive could they
hope' to editor of the Engineering News, that of American origin, which have been
command? How could they do any- New York City could have saved from taken out of the country, are vibje
thing for their friends They could $50,000,000 to $100,000,000 In the cost to duty if brought back to the United
explain and explain. But what good of the Catskill Aqueduct if it had util- States. Two out of three women who
-- .
would that do?
ized the watere of the Ten Mile and are in the habit of taking a trip to
It's mighty trying to be a statesman. Houstatonic rivers for its new water Europe every year, take their pet
Mighty trying,
supply. He says it would have obtain- dogs with them. Heretofore these
ed a supply of equal quantity, pressure ' darlings" could be brought back to
and purity in half the time and at a the United States without payment of
STORAGE BATTEKY
great
saving of money. At the time duty, but the new order puts a stop
POSSIBILITIES
when the matter of providing addi- to this. Whether the framers of the
It has long been admitted by those tional water supply for New York City tariff act really intended to make the
most advarnced in electrical science was considered four or five years ago, law applicable to American
pet dogs
that if the storage battery could Le the plan to use the waters of the Ten returning from a trip, abroad is not
made economical it would supersede Mile and the Housatonlc rivers was known, but as the law is
quite plain,
other methods of utilizing electrical suggested, but it was
urged by the op- the port authorities have no discretion
power. The question is one of. cost ponents of the plan that, owing to the in the matter and Collector Loeb has
and practical adaptabilities;" ' Storage fact thatvthe twoTLvershaYVrtbeir stated that he would see to it that the
batteries are safe and free from; any sources andpart Jf their upper course law' was fully
complied with.
incidental unpleasant f eaturei,.. But in CffnfiectlcuT, "There were
Insurmountthey have been expensive, their able legal obstacles in the way if
le seems that some horses, at least,
weight is great, range of .action limitout the plan. It was prin have a higher developed taste for
carfyg
ed, and methods of rechargtag slow.
cipally for that reason that the Cat- - music than the, average New Yorker,
They would be preferred if these dif- Lskill
who knows and' enjoys only one kind
plan was finally adopted.
ficulties could be overcome." "For sevof "music," the rankest kind of rageral years Edison-habeen at work
Rev. Nath time. The other day a brass band
In
of
the
the
opinion
to reduce the storage, battery n
aniel Thomas Hafer, pastor of the marching along the street played one
weight and cost, and at the same ttyna
e
Trinity
Baptist church in Brooklyn, of these popular
cacophonies.
increase Its efficiency.. His atate-meNew York Is the wlckldest city in the That proved too much for the more
that he has succeeded is an
so wicked is New cultivated taste of a horse hitched to
interesting announcement. Last year country. In fact,
In
York
his
that he has re- a delivery wagon. It bolted and dash
opinion,
it was known that he had invented
a storage battery cell especially adapt signed his pastorate to accept a posi ed right Into the midst of the
scattering them in every diIn appearance It tion in. the purer moral atmosphere of
ed for traction.
differs little from the original Edisfta Detroit. Pastor Hafer is evidently rection and putting an effective Btop
cell of 1901, but both positive aid thoroughly disgusted with and dis- to the hideous noise. What a blessing
negative plates have been radicaily couraged by the depravity of Gotham it would be if there were more such
modified, and so has the chemical so and in his letter of resignation and a horses In New York. It Is true, there
lution nsed. The claim last year was subsequent interview he emptied the would be a great many more run- that the new battery can not be in- vial of his wrath and Indignation sways, but It might subdue, at least to
e
city." He some extent, the unbearable
jured by overcharging, that it doei uron "this Tammany-rulenot deteriorate, and that, tested by seems to have a particular grudge craze rampant ,Jn New Yprk
j
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RAILROAD

5.25.
7.50.

STOCKS

ACTIVEM

"

ll14c.

56c.

;

,

7 to b p. m.

.'..SPECS

JUNE 10th

UNPRECEDENTED VALUES

$2.50 Warner's Rust Proof
Corset No. 305, all sizes

Taylor Lisle
Thread Hose, in Black
or Tan, per pair

10 yards

Arherican

20c Lawns,

per yard. t3o
per yard. tOo
19c Lawns, per
yard. . 7o

15 Per Cent Off Any Shoe

10

or Oxford in the House
7 to 9

Near Silk' . Foulards,

?i

M.

yards Amoskoag Apron
Gingham

SATURDAY

79c

27

inches wide, a desirable
Summer Fabric, all'
colors; always sold'
' at 35c, ; special," '

Iron Ckd Hose for Boys,
No; 15 fa tittle too' heav I
for right now, pair

25c
":

':

per yard

19c

Any $5.00 Han's Flor-- '
sheim Oxford, Button
or Lace, per pair

19c
'THE

515-51- 7

15c Lawns,

Print-Calic-

65c

noise-producer- s,

.

22o

49c

rag-tim-

rag-tim-

35c Lawns, per yard.
25c Lawns, per yard- - IGo

.

nt

.

the Two Hours Advertised Only

65c Lord &

$1.89

s

.

PRICES

Kindly Remember These Prices Can Be Had l)urin

-

d

AND FINANCIAL NEWS

Bulls, $3.7505.00.. Calves, ii.ou RUSH OF SELLING
4.75 6.10.
Western steers,
Western steers. $1.7506.10. Western
IN WHEAT MARKET
STRONG cows, $3.004.75.
Hogs, Market, strong to 5c higher.
Heavy, BEARS GET BUSY AND MAKE
Eulk of sales." t $6.156.20.
TRADING
WAS
CONSIDERAm f $6.106.20. .Packers and butcher.
IN HOT
MOST OF LET UP
BUT SALES WERE MOSTLY
6.25. Lights, 6.156.Z5.
$6.15
FACTORS
WAVE AND OTHER
IN SPECIALTIES
200.
Market,
Sheep. Receipts,
steady. Muttons, $3.40 4.00. Lambs,
10
Rains and cooler
Chicago, June
New
Fed wethers and year
York,
10. Opening $5.507.0O.
June
led to a rush of
Fed western ewes, weather in Nebraska
changes In the Stock Market today lings. $3.604.60.
wheat pit and
the
in
selling today
ere small except in the case of a few $3.003.50.
a decided set
suffer
to
St. Louis, June 10. Wool, irregular. cpused prices
of the less active Issues.
were aided also by
bears
The
back.
Among these
and western mediums, 17
were United States Rubber, which lost Territory
of a let up In the hot wave
lie. Fine mediums, 1617c. Fine, predictions Kansas. July started at
t
throughout
point, American Sugar, which lost
off and fell
to 92 unchanged to
91
of a point and Tennessee Copper
In the
moisture
of
Promise
t. 91.
and Lnion Pacific Preferred,-eacof
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
July
corn a down turn.
which advanced a point Slight rains
West
gave
Chicago, June 10. Cattle receipts,
to Soc,
to c lower at
were made by most of speculative
opened
ana gen-erleaders. Business was small in the 200. Market, steady. Beeves, $5.15
and dropped to 54. Heavy
G.50.
Texas steers, $4.505.75. Westof oats resulted from fear
favorite stocks and they fluctuated
selling
and
within very narrow limits. There was. ern steers, $4.75 5.65. Stockers
of rains over Sunday. July started
Cows and heif
feeders,
$3.855.70.
to c lower at 38 to 38 c,
however, quite an active speculation in
certain other stocks, under which ers, $2.505.80. Calves, $5.008.25.
and descended to 37c up. Pork 1,530
o0c and nbs,
Hogs. Reclpts. 11,000; market gen (fJ"?2Uc. Lard, $8.47
Southern Railway preferred and Erie
first preferred improved 1 point; New erally steady. Light, $6.006.35. Mix $a.3237. Last quotations were as
Haven 1C points and M. K. and ed. $5.956.35. Heavy, $5.806.35. follows:
Good to choice
preferred 1
Wheat, July, 88c; Sept., 88c.
'
General Rough, $5.856.00.
ponts.
Electric declined 1 point, American heavy, $6.006.35. Pigs, $5.656.20.
Corn. July. 54c. Sept
Ice 1 points. The market closed ac Bulk of sales, $6.156.80.
Oats. July, 1515c. September,
tive and strong. The market became
1,497.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
largely one of specialties, but there
Lard July, 820; Sept. 830S32.
Market
was a better inquiry for the railroad
7,00.
Sheep Receipts,
Ribs
July, 820; Sept. 817.
issues, following a rise of a point in Steady. Native, $3004.50. Western,
'
YearllngB1,'
Lnited Steel to 78. Last sales even $3.254.60.
$4.655.20.
UNFILLED STEEL TONNAGE.
Western,
as follows:
Lambs, native, $4.256.65.
New
York, June . 10. The United
v
'
$4.256.90.
States steel corporation announced
Amalgamated Copper
68
thai the unfilled tonnage on Its books
American Beet Sugar
120
This Is a
NEW YORK METAL
Atchison
May 31. was 3,113,187 tons.
115
from
tons
105,507
of
10.
April du.
New
Lead
C'eat Northern pfd
copper decrease
York, June
139
53.
New York Central
Silver,
nominally
unchanged.
130
TO MEET IN SOUTH
Northern Pacific
I3fi7z.
New
Orleans, June 10. The annual
NEW YORK MONEY
Reading
160
of the American Bankers'
convention
Southern Pacific
10.
Call
New York, June
money
120
against saloons, brewery trucks, noisy Union
association will be held In New OrPacific
nominal. Prime mercantile paper 4
187
crowds and the roaring of elevated
November 21 to 24 next. Thl3
leans
United States Steel
4
77
per cent. Mexican dollars, 45c.s
trains, which disturb his slumber.
date was decided upon by a commitUnited States Steel pfd
118
tee of the local clearing house an
NEW YORK COTTON
Farns-wort- h
The boldness of criminals in New
by General Secretary
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
New York, June .10. Spot ' cotton approved
York City is almost beyond belief.
of the association.
mere are 'burglars in nearly every Kansas City, June 10. Receipts, closed quiet; Midd uplands,' 1,590;
200.
atMarket, steary. Native steers, midd gulf, 1,615. No Bales.'
city, but their tactics are mild and
The uniform success that has
Colic,
.Southern
Chamberlain's
$5.006.35
of
use
steers,
$4.00
the
tended
gentle, compared with those employed
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
s
by their colleagues in this city. Else 5.60. Southern cows and heifers,$3.00
made
it a favorite everywhere. It can
4.75.
cows
Native
St.
and
June
highheifers, $2.75
where burglars stealthily enter
Louis,
be depended upon. For sale
always
',
6.15.
Stockers and feeders, $4.
r
;
er, 527.
house, taking care not to arouse any
by all druggists.
body who may be sleeping, and carry
off whatever of any value they can
find. In Gotham burglars are much
bolder.
Four of them entered an
apartment house on East Eleventh
street the other night and awakene
the occupants of an apartment
bv
pounding against the door of their flaf
The burglars ordered the occupants of
the apartment to. leave by way of the
fire escape and to "make themselve
scarce" without delay, but to open t,h
door before they left. The people liv
rs-.v- .
ing in the flat did not hesitate to obey
the command, but in their hunv to
escape down the fire escape they for
got to open the door for the raidei 3
Th,s did not stop the burglars. They
Di'oRe tnrougn tne floor
and were
busy searching for valuables when po
licemen arrived upon the scene and
captured them.
laun-dryma- n.
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$4.25

STORE OF QUALITY

Railroad

llfQ
hriH

Avenue
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Opposite

Claaneda

n.m:

Hotel
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The Prescriplionlst

!

'PERSONALS
. K.

1.
me

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.'

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main 3

DAWSON TEAM HERE
GAMES

F0RJ1Y0

BALL
FASTEST
CONTESTS OF
SEASON SCHEDULED AT
AMUSEMENT PARK

In the first big home game of the
season the Maroons late this afternoon tackled the classy aggregation
of baseball tossers from Dawson at
crowd
Amusement park. A good-sizewas present Edburn was scheduled
to go on the mound for the Maroons,
while Captain Martin donned the bis
mitt and mask and took 'em off the
, .
t kt.ai
This morning the management ot
the Maroons was notified that Frank
Kemp, the fast first baseman who
had agreed to play here this summer, would be unable to come to Las
Vegas on account of illness in his
family. This left a bad hole to be
filled. It was panned to secure the
services of Ettinger, the Railroaders'
crack first sacker and place Lockhart
on second and Padilla in right field
This would make a strong line-up- .
Ettinger will be unable to be here
for tomorrow's game, however.
Tomorrow afternoon Dawson and
the Maroons will play again. Barr
will pitch for Dawson. The local fans
know what he can do and are anxious
to see him working.
The Maroons have engaged Tom
Lochart, Trinidad's star pitcher, to
twirl Sunday's game. Lochart is
among the best box artists In the
business. He ranks as the best in the
If Barr is able to hold
Southwest.
the Maroons to few hits Lochart will
he able to perform the same stunt
ha
against Dawson. Last season
no-hIt
games.
several
pitched
will he a real struggle between Lochart and Barr and the fans can
to witness the fatest game that
has occurred In this neck of the
woods In many moons.
Tomorrow's game will begin promptwill
ly at 3 o'clock.' It undoubtedly MaThe
contest.
be a hard fought
roons know they are up against a
ex$1,500 a month aggregation and
and
the
snap
all
with
to
Play
pect
iHomr
iav nonaess. As a result the
fans undoubtedly will see some good
Ti
'baseball.
d

it

ex-pe-
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FORNOFF AND SENA

I

Finney returned last night
from Santa Pe,
Charles H. Kohn of
Montoya, Is In
the city on a business
trip.
Mrs. Sara Getchell of
Albuquerque,
is in La Vegas visiting' friends.
Miss Stella Cayot
cpects to leave in
few days for a visit In ' Atchison.
- '
'
Kansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lusk'left this
morning for their home in Albuquerque.
Mrs. David J. Leahy went
today to
Katon for a visit with relatives. She
w a
accompanied by her two children.
Mrs. Charles Greenclay and son,
Gerald, left today for an extended visit
to Mrs. Greenclay's parents in Denver.
Oscar Gosch, formerly of Las Vegas
but now of the Charles Ilfeld house
in Albuquerque, is in the city visiting
s
friends.'
Mlss'Rachael Ward left this week
for a visit in El Paso, Tex., and in
Dallas, Tex., with her sister, Mrs. Edward S. Holt.
Mrs. B. F. Paul and Miss Sarah
Haynes ot Arcanum, O., are here fof
a visit with Mrs. Paul's daughter, Mrs.
GeorgeLaemie.
Mrs. O. M- - Ward and children and
Miss Hilda Lewis, left this afternoon
for Toledo, O., Chicago and Buffalo,
in which cities they will spend the
summer.
Mrs. Elmer, ,Forgy and
daughter,
MIsb Edith, left this morning for Albuquerque, where they will join Mr.
Forgy, who is employed in the composing room of the Albuquerque Morning
Journal.

yiSITORSROYALLY FINE LECTURES EAST LAS VEGAS
ENTERTAINEDBY

AT THE NORMAL

POSTOFFICE A

LAS VEGAS

UNIVERSITY

BUSY PLACE

DELEGATES TO SUNDAY SCHOOL
CONVENTION BANQUETED AND
SHOWN ABOUT THE CITY

The banquet given last night in the
armory for the delegation of Sunday
school workers who stopped off here
on the way to San Francisco to- - attend the International Sunday School
convention, was a success. The viands
prepared and served, by the ladies of
the First Christian church were bo'h
plentiful and appetizing and the addresses by the visitors at the close
were full of interest.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts presided
as toastmaster and introduced the
speakers. Addresses were made as
follows: "Children in the Sunday
School," Miss Lily Farris, Cincinnati,
O., editor of ''Elementary Helps";
'The Sunday School on the Frontier,"
Rev. H S. Harris, Mount Morris
N. Y., special representative of the
World's Study School association of
South America; "The Boy in the Sunday School," Dr. S. A. Wilson, Chicago; "Young; Men in the Sunday
School " E. W. Otey, Little Rock,
Ark.; "The Pastor and the Sunday
School," Rev. I. W. Gowen, Weehaw-ken- ,
N. J., pastor of the Dutch Reform church; "The Old Soldier and
the Sunday School," Rev. N. S. Scott,
Winona, Ind.; "The Mother in the
Sunday School," Mrs. L. B. Knight,
Chicago; '.The Corinth Bible Class,"
Rev. R. P. Neblett, Corinth, Miss.;
"The Lawyer In the Sunday School,"
A. II Mills, Chicago; "An Apprecia
NQ WONDER
tion," W. C. Pearce, Chicago, tour
manager and prominent Sunday schobl
worker. Professor W. E. Heckleman,
prominent director of convention
music and composer and compiler of
hymns, who resides in Indianapolis,
Ind., was in the party. He led in the
singing of several hymns.
The visitors numbered twenty-one- .
They were a handsome appearing
company of people and their addresses
were of great practical value to the
large number of Las Vegas Sunday
school workers who heard them.
This morning the party was taken
in automobiles to view the places of
rcenic beauty in and around Las
Dr. John D. Hess, secretary
Vegas.
of the Commercial club, piloted the
party and the machines were furnished by accommodating Las Vegias own
ers. At 1:30 o'clock this afternoon
an open air praise service was held
L M. P. Cunius I had a hard time In front of the Castaneda hotel by
this morning to make a man take $10. the visitors. The party left on Santa
Goetz Dunn Tou don't say! Who
Fe train No. 1 for Albuquerque, where
'
was he?
one of
I. M. P. Cunius My tailor, and I it will spend Sunday. Every
a
was
visitors
the
(booster
strong
owe him $100.
for the Intarnational Sunday School
CHARITABLE
convention, which will open in San
Francisco June 20.
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PRACTICAL TALKS BY MRS. IDA
TOTAL OF 220,387 PIECES OF MAIL
M'FARLANE, FEATURE OF
MATTER HANDLED DURING
SUMMER SCHOOL
MONTH OF MAY
A feature of the work of the summer school of the Normal University
that is attracting and holding the attention of the student 3 and many
townspeople, is the series of lectures
being given by Mrs. Ida Kruse
head of the department ot
English in the University ot Denver.
'
Mrs. McFarlane speaks each afternoon at 4.15 o'clock.
Her audiences
hp ve increased in size constantly durand
ing the week, her interesting
scholarly discourses having won for
her many admirers among the people
of Las Vegas who enjoy good literature.
Miss McFarlane has a diversity of
subjects in her repetoire.' She is at
her best when discussing, analyzing
and reciting selections from famous
literary works. Her talks upon Tolstoy and his works were of particular
Interest and her address "Hints On
Reading,' which she gave Thursday
afternoon, was of much practical valuo
to her hearers at it offered some valuable suggestions for making reading
a profitable as well as Interesting

Unexpected
Guests

The official counting of all mail mat

ter handled during the month 6f

May,

hich was done in accordance with an
order of Postmaster General Frank H.
The farmer and his'wife were about to sit down to a
Hitchcock, has demonstrated the fact
cold supper when they saw some old friends driving
that the East Las Vegas postofflce
transacts a large amount of business.
towards the house.
rostmaster F. O. Blood yesterday for
The good wife was equal to the occasion thanks to
,
,
warded to the postal department In
New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e.
her
Washington the result of the count.
'
"
'
month
of
220,597
the
During
She had it lit in a moment, and her guests hardly were seated
pieces
" on the porch before a hearty hot meal was ready for the table-sau- sages
mail were handled. The number of
and eggs and long rashers of streaky bacon, and rolls just
pieces of mall received in the office
and delivered to local patrons was 123,- crisped in the oven and fresh coffee and the hostess herself as cool
and neat as if the had not been near the kitchen.
3F7. The number of pieces of mail diswas
to
cities
and
states
other
patched
She never could have managed it with an
range.
210. The average number of pieces
The New Perfection is the quickest, most convenient and best cooker
of mail handled each day, including
on the market
V
Mxl with t 2 ud 3 burnen. with
Sundays was 7,116.
loot, twquotw blue Wflcd iIimmiiji
Mr. Blood is pleased with the show
HuKfcoael? bubed throughoal Th
2- - ind
rioraeu be had with or
ing made. The official counting of
ind with
-the mail caused much additional work.
tL
But it has proved of value as it has
enabled the postal department to pro
;
Company
cure information which will be useful
'
(Incorporated)
in effecting several changes for the
better In the handling of the mails.
pa b time.
Three years ago an accurate account
IS INDICTED
THE PRINCE'S GARTER
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. McFarlane of the weight of all mall matter passColumbus, O., June 10. C. A. Boui,
London, June 10. The formal in
spoke on "Love Stories." Taking as ing through the various postoffices
former mayor of Columbus, was bat vestiture of the Prince of Wales as
examples "The Other Woman," "The was kept.
toLeg," "Dido," "Juile," and Isben's
of those named in the indictments a Knlr.ht of the Garter took place
In accordance with the wish ot
day.
"Hedda Gabler," Mrs. McFarlane disreturned yesterday by the Franklin
the king the ceremony was strictly
cussed love stories and the various BOY SCOUTS ARE
county grand jury. It is charged that
methods used by authors In creating
the former mayor tried to Influence prlvatg
these works of literature.
ROUNDLY PRAISED former State Senator Drake to keen
Foot-Easafternoon Mrs. McFarlane
. Monday
the county local option bill in the In a Plnchj Use Allen's
wear
can
shoes one Bize
Ladies
will give an address on "Rome." Last
committee, ot wh'.'h
FITZ- - temperance
GEORGE
Foot-EasSCOUTMASTER
Allen's
smaller
after
using
summer Mrs. McFarlane visited the
Drake was a member.
SIMMONS SAYS YOUNGSTERS
the antiseptic powder for the feet. It
Eternal City. She was granted an
ACTED LIKE MANLY MEN
makes tight or new: shoes feel easy;
audience with His Holiness Pope Pius.
KANSAS WOMAN HELPLESS
to corns and
with
She will describe her interview
Lawrence, Kan. Mr. J. F. Stone, of gives instant relief
"I cannot speak too highly of the
comfort disIt's
the
greatest
of the Roman Catholic
t;he head
this city, says, "My wife suffered for
of the members
behavior
entlemanly
swollen
Believes
of
the
Vaage.
church and the beauties of the
ten years from womanly troubles, dur- covery
of the Las Vegas patrol of the Boy
sores
and
callous
pota.
blisters
feet,
tican. Mrs. McFarlane will give her
two years ot which she was totalScouts while on our trip to the cliff ing
la a certain relief for rweatlng,
It
hearers glimpses of the marvels in art
was
examined
She
by
said Scoutmaster George ly helpless.
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
and architecture upon which she gazed dwellings,"
Fitzslmmons
this morning. "The many- physicians, Borne of whom gave it to break In new shoes. Sold everyiu Rome.
all acted like manly men. They her up to die. Finally she began to
where, 25c. Don't accept any substiOther subjects upon wnich Mrs. Mc- boysnot
did
complain because of the hard- take Cardui, and since then has great- tute. For FREE trial package address
Farlane will speak next week are as
we encountered. There was no ly Improved in health. The tonlo, Allen
a Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
and ships
follows:
Tuesday, "Hamlet
insubordination and if there had been strengthening, and restorative effects
"Faust;" Wednesday, Letter Writing;" I am convinced the other boys would of Cardui, the woman's tonic, on the
That have
"The Literature
Thursday,
quickly dispelled any disposi womanly constitution, are the most
Helps" Friday, .."Literature and Life." tion on the part ' of any to cause valuable qualities of this popular medMrs. McFarlane Is a woman of
trouble. I am proud of the boys and icine. Cardui acts specifically on tho
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
as well as education. She enjoyed my outing with them."
womanly constitution. Half a cenwas born and reared In Colorado. She
success
proves that Cardui Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Mr. Fitzslmmons says the trip came tury of
is a graduate of Vassar and of the Na- out exactly according to his plans. will do all that Is claimed for it Try
Building job Work a Specialty.
tional Dramatic Conservatory of New The going trip and the return were it for your trouble.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.
York City. Several years have been made upon the scheduled time. Tho
spent by Mrs. McFarlane in study and estimate as to the cost turned out to
travel abroad. For seven years Mrs. be correct and the food supply held
McFarlane was superintendent of the out until the very last meal The
schools of Gilpin county, Colorado. At boys had a happy and instructive outCo.",
present she occupies the Mary Love ing. Mr. Fitzslmmons says that he
of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Dickinson chair of English in Denver and the boys greatly appreciated the
are
Las
Santa
them
Fe
In
courtesies shown
Vegas people
University.
WERE TRICKED INTO
cordially invited by the Normal and by Governor William J. Mills, who
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
by Mre. McFarlane to attend her lec- made them a short address and then
and in which many Las Vegas business men are heavy stockprovided the commissary department
SIGNING PETITION tures, which are free.
holders, desires to announce the appointment of
with a freezer filled with ice cream.
The presence of Chief Pedro Cajeti
GEO. A. FLEMINQ,
with the boys enabled them to see
of the Investment and Agency Corporation "
50 DECLARE MANY OF THOSE
Manager
"
.
ADVERTISED LETTER
many Interesting things that the orWHO APPEAR AS FAVORING
'
as
for
this
its
will be conservatively
The
district.
The
would
miss.
company
agent
traveler
hoys
LIST
dinary
CHANGE IN MORA ROAD
all fell in love with the old chieftain
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico In'
and there were tears in the old man's
surance Pepartment at all times.
.
.
Alleging that they did not thor
when he bade them farewell in
eyes
a
insurance
with
home
at
contents
of
the
understand
the
Keep your money
by placing your
oughly
Letters remaining uncalled for, for Santa Fe on the return Journey. The
home
petition asking the county commiscompany.
boys all returned home In the best
1911:
sioners to change the route of the the week ending June 10,
Blumen-thai- . of health.
Miss
Edna
Claudio
Baca,
new Mora-La- s
Vegas road a number
Rev. Biers, James Banks, Pedro
of the signers of that documtnt anChaves, C. E. Elklns, Jack Elbert,
rewould
nounced
that
today
they
Silas It certainly is queer that
C. A. Ford, Chas. Ford, Miss Cornelia
win eo ter th' city without quest their names be stricken from
foil
Robert
some
that Hogan, Miss Willie Lindsey,
the list. It was thought by
enough money ter pay his way. Right
E.
F.
E.
H.
Miss
J.
Shaffer,
Osborne,
counhere in this paper tt ses thet a
they were signing a petition for a G.
715 E. 19th Ave.
confidence
Strasser,
a
in
wux
taken
by
new road. Others thought the petitryman
Letters held for postage and betman.
tion prayed that the old Mora road
directions:
ter
be maintained In good usable shape
Lester Broxham, 2831 Lexington St.,
an
was
not
but
did
imagine that it
INDEPENDENCE
Chicago, III; Mrs. E. T. Leonard,
attempt to interfere with the road
111.; Mrs. Clay Trammell, care
Pekln,
building now in progress or change Tand OH Co, Maricopa, Calif.; Miss
J. M. CUNNINQHAM.IPreildent,
the route adopted by the engineers Vida
CmpHmlPmltlln
Weborg, Mancus, N. M.
FRANK SPRINOER, Vic PrMldent,
of the territorial good roads commisWhen calling for the above letters
1 50,000.00
D. T. HOSKINS. Cuhlar,;
tioo.aao.oo
'
:,
sion. olease ask for ''Advertised. .Letters."
r '
Before the petition comes up for a
' F. 6. BLOOD, Postmaster.
10
o'clock
hearing Monday morning at
it: . : !. ,
"'1 V'.y
i. ''
it is expected that the number of
not
Is
dangerous
Whooping cough;
!?"
.id itift.f.iri
signatures will have . decreased ma- when
the cough , is kept loose and
f
I '!!
En'".',';
f.
Roads
Territorial
flood
terially.
expectoration easy by giving Cham
gineer J. H Meriwether said last berlain's Cougd Remedy. It has been
used In many epidemics of this disnight tht the work still to be done ease
with perfect success. For sale
in this county on the Mora highway
by all druggists.
can ho completed In about four or
sb it does, and as the figures keep piling up it
five days. With the exception of the Do You Have the
really
Right Kind of Helpf
looks
new bridge over the Arroyo Pecos
quite artistic.
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
the road Is practically completed so right kind of help to neutralize and
far as San Miguel county Is con- remove the poisons that cause backcerned. Mr. Meriwether says the road ache, headache, nervousness, and oth- ex-feand bladder ailments." O. G.
''
Is about a mile longer than the old kidney
You do the depositing and we
Schaefer and Red .Cross Drug Co.
.;; s,at this savings bank.
to
but
eliminates
highway,
grades
it,
the figuring, as interest accumulates, An account
do
such an extent that it win make a
TOO LATE TO CLA8SIFY
'
opened today is better than one opened tomorrow.
faster aid easier road to travel than
Commencement time is now.
the old route. The new route was MEN To qualify for firemen, brake- chosen after careful surveys had been
and
to
men
$75
$100
baggagemen,
Tom My wife does as she pleases.
made by the engineers.
monthly. Experience unnecessary.
Dick And you?
State age, weight and height. Rail
Tom I do as she pleases, also.
way Bureau 780, Panama Bldg., St.
The pugilist's fists can Jab, but his
Louis, Mo.
tongue can Jabber.
w

iiiaiM'ng -

jitGjjtoM

B:hrVwV.i
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e

e,

bun-Ion-

Frank Revell,

The Occidental! Fire Insurance

,
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GRATEFUL FOR GUNS
OPTIC THEY CONVEY
THANKS TO THE PEOPLE
OF LAS VEGAS

through

Throueh the columns of The Optic
Fred
Captain of the Mounted Police
Po
Mounted
and
Fornoff of Santa Fe,
exliceman A. A. Sena of this city,
peo-l.l:to
the
pend their sincere thanks handsomely
Las Vegas for the
Resented them
engraved
inWi-eclatioof their successful efforts In running down the kidnapers
o'iWaldo Rogers. Both officers are
the weapons
high Jn their praise of
an will ever prize thm and.rememdonors.
the
ner with gratitude
has good
The woman of today woo
tomiwr. eooa senna,
oomnlexion
v
" lintiv
.7 '
origin jw
and .good
i
f " - - - livinz
..1...
..
LUt) I COUJ. v. xnirvt
dieestlon. wins the admiration of tne
is
faulty
rii if voiir dlcestion
Liver Tab
nUnl nrloln1. Stnmnrh HT1 AS&le
u
D7
w. will Prtrrprt It For

druggists.
Folev Kidney Pills take hold of your
of
system and help you to rid yourself
rscsiriir backache, dull bead- imDalred eyesight,
the
and of all the Ills resulting .from ana
impaired action of yourIBkidneys Kid- Remember It
Foley
v.i.h
wn that do this. ....0. G. Schae
"
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.

San MigueliNational Bank
Las Qsgas
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ders and took a deep areata. He
twisted kls mustache thoughtfully,
and then flecked an Imaginary piece
of dust from his lapeL
"Iff you vill all sH dewa," he
"I caa talk bedder. Dare to
no occasion for weeping, nor for attacking Mr. Bwlfton. If anybody shall

The Girl of
My Dreams

n

11

tA Noretlsatloo of lh Play by
Wilbur D. Nnbtt and Otto Hauerbach

WILBUR D. NESBIT
Goprrlirtt

by

SYNOPSIS.
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chust
Count saldT "SUTTiusbanT
effer a veekness mlt me. Sol I meat tent In. I saw him ven I come out"
dls lady here dls milliner. I engage
"Bat what can I dor she asked.
her in conversations. Ve hear some
"Trust me I"
I
von coming. She cannot get end.
she sighed, "and lost my
"I
tell her to hide In dot room a moment hat" did,"
She hides. But dare la no chance for
Tees, und I let you haS my ring.
her to get oud. Uad at last, ven It
too,"
seems dot dare vill be a chance, der
"Bother your old ring!" she an
explosion comee und you know der swered. "I'll give It back to you. I
rest"
hate the sight of it!"
The Count removed his eyeglass
"Olff It to me, den," the Count whis
and swung It nonchalantly by Its cord.
eagerly.
pered,
He awaited the verdict He did not
"I will," she hesitated, "when I get
look at Harry at all. Smilingly, he out of here."
studied the wall.
The Count swiftly disappeared from
"Dost thee realize that thee has view as the front door opened and
endangered the name of this wom- Harry and the General came down the
an?" Medders asked, in quiet tones.
steps. The General's arm was across
"Not so," the Count defended him- Harry's shoulders.
,
self, "I vas protecting It Der Chen"My boy," he was saying, "I couldn't
eral und all der rest off you, by mak- help coming back to assure you that
h
ing ner come out you put her In
I am deeply sorry."
"Say no more about it, General,
"Well," Harry said, after seeming Harry begged.
to think the matter over very seri"But, Harry," the General asked,
ously, "I confess that I am surprised confidentially, "how did that little flirt
by what you have told us. But I think happen to be in that room?"
we should make allowances for you.
"Well," Harry explained, "that was
You are unfamiliar with our view of a little affair concerning her ana
things and of conduct What seems Count von Fltz. I don't feel at liberty
right to you may seem utterly wrong to go into details but it's just a flirto as. I am not defending you, but I tation, you might say."
am not condemning you. I only ask
"She's a charmer, all right enough,
yon, next time you chat with a milHarry, my boy!" the General said.
"Ah! If my wife only knew if she
liner, not to hide her around here."
This concluding remark of his, ac- ever found out how I have flirted with
companied with a sunny smile, broke some of these dashing damsels!"
Mrs. Blazes, from the safety of her
the tension, but Carolyn almost
window, listened Intently.
spoiled everything by saying:
"What?" Harry asked. "You flirt.
"It sounds reasonable enough, but
how does it happen that Harry was so General?"
"I'm deep, Harry, devilish deep! I
determined no one should go Into
aay nothing, but I saw a lot of wood.
that room?"
"I haff no answer," the Count re- Don't worry about any little flirtations
of your own. Come to me for advice
plied. "I haff told as much as I should
If you need It Everybody must sow
talL"
"It looks to me M If he knew what his wild oats, you know."
"Yes," Harry agreed, "but the wild
you had done, and was trying to help
oats you sow the night before don't
declared.
you out," Carolyn
food the morn"It 111 beseems me to offer advice make good breakfast
in the house where I am a guest," ing after."
"Well, anyway," the General said,
said Mr. Medders, "but I might sug
"we understand each other. No more
gest to thee that we ask Harry to tell hard
feelings?"
us his side of this story later. It is
Not a bit," Harry reas, "Not a bit
I
not
doubt
do
but
truly,
unfortunate,
him.
The General waved his
sured
us.
to
all
will
he
Daugh
that
explain
as he strode down to
hand
ter, we will remain here, as we the cordially
6treet Mrs. Blazes watched him
planned, and now let us try to forge;
In the dusk, nodding her
this unpleasantness, and make our disappear
head
significantly.
welcome."
selves
"Wild oats, eh?" she said. "Flirta"Thank you, Mr. Medders," Ham
ehl Walt until I get homel
said. "1 can see that you and Luc tions,
She leaned out of the window and
still have a faint suspicion of me but
called to Harry. He glanced up at
I can clear that up readily enough."
"I've got more than a faint one," her and smiled wearily.
'How In the world am I to get out
Carolyn told him.
"Oh, well, I don't have to explain of here?" she asked, petulantly.
'1 think I'll have that run as a puzeverything to you, sis," Harry said.
aneasily. "But arguments are bad on zle In the Sunday papers," Harry
an empty stomach. I happen to know swered, grimly. "I'll say this, though:
that there's to be a pretty good din- When you do get out you needn't be
ner tonight, bo we'll all get ready and too punctilious about making your
party call."
eat It"
"This Is no time for joking"
"You vill excuse me," the Count
"It's the only time I've got You've
said. "I must "
"No, sir!" Harry said, heartily. "I put me In a pretty mess."
"I'm Just as sorry as I can be, Mr,
want you to show the folks that you're
not halt as black as you have painted Bwlfton. But look at the muddle I am
t
Jn.
yourself."
"Oh, I've seen worse muddles than
this," Harry answers, easily.
CHAPTER X.
''And I'm elmply starving to death,"
It was a quiet dinner they ate that She said, hungrily.
"I'm going to slip some sandwiches
evening. After much persuasion, the
Count had remained. But even his in there for you, if the blockade
stumbling attempts at witty sallies doesn't lift pretty soon. Meantime,
brought few smiles.
keep away from that window as much
Harry had succeeded In quieting as possible. Some one may happen to
Carolyn's alarms, and she In turn had see you and I'm out of explanations."
Mrs. Blazes drew back a bit from
given her own version of matters to
And a long talk Harry had the window, and asked:
Lucy.
with Mr. Medders had helped. Harry
"Have you heard anything of my
would not tell Medders the Inside hat?"
facts, but he told him that later he
Harry sank down on a lawn bench
would make everything plain. At this with a weary air.
aSSBSBISniSBBSSBBBassSBBBSasaBBaSBSISSBBBI
t
"Where have I heard of hats?" he
said. "I've ordered a hat for you.
Daphne, the daffy daffodil, is making
one for you. She'll have It here before long."
"That's dear of you!" Mrs. Biases
smiled, appreciatively.
"How do you know what it costs T",
he asked, grimly.
Mrs. Blazes clasped her hand melodramatically and went on:
"And I'm so worried about my husband!"
"You are? You ought to be," Harry
I
told her. "And he's worried about
you-a- nd
I'm worried about both of
you. Shut the window, and let me
think."
She closed her window, and he resumed his meditations.
"Sometimes," he muttered, "His
against a fellow to be innocent I
could have straightened this out In
two minutes if I had been guilty."
The front door opened, and Lucy
appeared. She glanced down at Harry
"My Boy," the General Said, "I and smiled.
"May I come out with thee awhile?"
Couldn't Help Coming Back to Assure Yeu That I Am Deeply Berry." she asked. "It Is so peaceful out here
everything seemeth so ealm."
time, he said, to disclose everything
"This Is the headquarters for peace
would be to tarnish a woman's name and calm,"
Harry observed, pleasantand Medders partly understood. The ly, rising. Lucy came
d)va the stepa
good old man was fond of Harry. And and sat on the lawn seat while Harry
he had lived long enough to know that leaned over the table beside
her, lookappearances were often deceitful. He ing down at her.
was willing to give Harry the benefit
"Well," Lucy asked, "what can thee
of the doubt say?"
But It was a quiet dinner. After
"I can't say anything yet," he anthey had left the table Harry succeed- swered. "I can only ask you to trust
ed In getting Lucy to come and talk me until I can explain
everything."
with him In the reception room, and
"But surely thee can explain everythere he begged her to be- patient un- thing now."
til he felt that the time had arrived
"No. Not yet I dont understand
for him to make a cleaa breast of it myself
yet"
everything to her. At last he coaxed
Lucy's face changed, and Harry
back the smiles to her face, but only went on:
after giving his word of honor that so
"Later, 111 tell
everything. I
far as he was concerned, the presence can't now, Lucy, you
because some one
of Daphne In his house was not a re- else Is Involved."
flection upon him.
"I Baw her." Lucy said, coldly.
Meanwhile the Count, endeavoring
"I don't mean that
Lncy," he
to keep his promise to get Harry out protested. "What you way,
saw may har
t the scrape, slipped out Into the a peculiar look "
lawn, and by throwing pebbles against
"Indeed, she had!" Lucy asserted.
the window of the room where Mrs,
"But you must remember that often
Biases was attracted her attention.
there Is an unsuspected skeleton in
Bhe opened the windows, and in an the closet"
Harry continued, manful-17- .
almost hysterical voloe, begged him to
get her out
Lucy pursed her lips scornfully.
JtiU. JJf yojj only be quiet," the
Skeleton, indeed rshe sa.Lai "That

skeleton welgheth at least a "hundred
and thirty pounds!"
Harry
laughed nervously, and
pleaded:
"Now, listen. Lucy. Won't you take
SnBBSBSSSSBBSBSSBSSSSBSSeBSBSraiSSBS

CTTAPTEn I. Jtarrr Swifton Is n'n-i;
along In lus auto, his tliouKhta
I'lng- la happy anticipation of a com-ir.- s
v sit from his fiancee. Kucy Med'lera, a
resa, who nursod him when he was
1:
,d Id nn auto acrtdent out in the
ooi mry. Hla mind taken off of hlH sur-- r
dlnga by those pleasant tliouRlit hea
Into another auto containing
nan count and a beautiful woman.
T
woman' hat U ruined.
Harry thrusts th remnanU of the
l..u in bis pocket and makes his escape.
CHAPTER IT. Carolyn, Harry's sister,
Primarrives to play hostess. Socrates
,
arrives
mer, a distant relative of
to
with a hat Intended as a tfft
Lucy.
He Awaited the Verdict.
la trailed to his home by the GerHarry
man count and the lady of the damaged
be attacked, It is me, for vat has haphat.
pened, and vat may yet happeft, las
CHAPTER ITT. Who. it develops, la
my fault"
disirac-tloIn
Is
Mrs. General Biases. She
lest her husband should hear of her
Carolyn resumed her seat, Lucy,
aacapada. She derlarea that her milliner with a wondering expression, took a
told her a duplicate of the ruined hat had
Rebeen delivered to Harry's house.
nodding
chair, and Mr. Medders,
sponding to her demands for the hat Har- - gravely, also sat down. Harry lounged
Insists that he knows nothing aoout
Lucy Medders and her father arrive on a settee, and carelessly chewed an
nd the Count Is secreted In the library unlit
cigar.
nd Mrs. Blazes In Harry's bedroom.
"It lss like diss," the Count said, as
CHAPTER IV. Lucy profeses curiosity
a jury. "In life
the room In wmrh Mrs. Biases though addressing
egardlnf
hidden and Harry Is forced to do soma dare iss many things vlch seen im- (fancy lying.
bosslble of explanation, but Tick ven
CHAPTER V. The milliner arrives tc ve know vat dey are, do not mean
race tha duplicate hat Sha proves to ok so much."
lnhm nafdnirton whom Harry had
the
Mr. Medders bowed assent and Harphown considerable attention to In compast and the situation becomes more
ry looked at the Count with considplicated. She agrees to make another
hat nrnvIAInr Harrv will take her to din- - erable admiration for hU
and
tier. Lucy and Carolyn call Harry occuand his control of the situation.
la hustled Into the room
Baphne the
and Daphne
Count
The
Count.
"You haft seen somdlng," the Count
by
fiied
bea
on
flirtation
had carried
continued, "vlch excites natural susfore and greeted each other warmly.
und distrust Ve half all seen
CHAPTER VI. The Count asks Daphne picion
as usual, ven suspicion Is
dls.
cor
on
Und,
a
him
had
left
she
standing
why
ner waiting for her one evening, she ex- - aroused, Id lss Ilk a swarm of bees
sue met a near iriena nu
tnat
lains
4Ka it lighds varever Id pleases. Und also
...1
a rilnnA
kl
Count had given her a ring on a former somebody geds stung."
oc onnlon and demanded Its return, Daphne
He chuckled to himself, but his
rvpiRina that she had given it to uenerai
Ulazes. at that tha Count was In a state chuckle did not raise an ecW
of mind bordering on Insanity as he had
"Id vould be easy for me," he said,
given Mrs. Biases a duplicate of the ring
that her husband had. Daphne and the "to allow you to continue mlt der
Count exchange bitter words and Daphne
you haft recelfed. But I
refuses to stay in the same room with
rttm. ho she enters the room that Mrs. cannot allow It Efen at der expense
Blazes is concealed in.
of a wrong lmbresslon of mysellut, 1
CHAPTER VTC. tlarry and IjUT enter must gift you my explanation vlch
the room, accompanied by Mr. Medders,
who wns busy looking around the house you can belief or not belief, as you
and before Harry could atop him had like. Mr. Bwlfton lss a man dot you
opened the door of the library, where
man you vill alvays know
the Count was concealed. Explanations know-p-a
followed and the Count played the role thrqughoud hies lite. Me I am a
f Harry's German
tutor. Harry Is
'rced to tell what he has learned and strancher. I half been teaching Mr.
"ie Count assists him, the deception Bwlfton some Cherman but I resign
Troves a success.
now as his tutor."
CHAPTER VTTL Things seemed to he
"No, no! t won't have that!" Harry
'"inning smoothly again when the group
of bluffed.
,
by the sudden appearance
't i startled
General, who Is in a highly nervous
"Unless
accept my resignation,
; ff to of mind,
he accused Harry oftocon- - I cannot youvat
I vlsh to say," the
see
say
;i ling his wife, and he demanded
:
protestations were (utile Count decided.
it.
Harry's
nd Mr. Medders la called upon to calm
i"'.e General. The General apologises and
Accepting Harry's silence as a coni
about to leave the room when a loud firmation of the alleged resignation,
roctau Which
Fneese nmi froms HurrT
as rim wife's I as he went, checking off his points as he
the IsGeneral to enter The
room Daphne made them, upon hla
about
fingers.
walks out and the Genera is
"First, vat do we hafff Ve half
Lucy gives Way to tears and
keeks comfort on her father's shoulder.
Cheneral Blazes coming here In a
great rage, saying his wife Is here.
!

Absent-mlnd-'-

y
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1

:

reoo-ntae-

d.

He lss assured dot she lss not, und he
gees
avay."
' Tha
croup stood Jn a dead allanc.
"Verily, I told him she had net
broken only by tie stifled sobs of been here. . I saw not her nor any
and Carolyn, Vail tna heavy other woman not even that one who
jtramp of General Biases died away In
(hie slamming- of the outer door.
Lucy's father patted her hand and
Harry Bhoofe his bead doubtfully, ceased speaking. The Count bowed to
cub the Count continued to assure him
her and went on:
n dumb show that he could clear
"Later, Cheneral Blazes returns. He
things up lor him.
iss sure hiss vlfe iss here. He has
Mr. Aieaaons heard from der milliner store dot
unas, cangatar,
d, "thee most Quiet thyself. Then she lss supposed to haft called up
e will co home."
from here on der telumphones. Der
'Aren't 7011 going to give me s rest you all know or
think you knew.
anee to explain?" Harry asked.
He demands his vlfe. He lss again
,
"Explain!"' Carolyn biased forth, convinced she lss not here, uad as he
looking np at them with her eyes re4 starts oud, he hears a sneeze. 8uch
land her cheeks stained with tears. a sneeze Is von dot lss
echoed In hiss
'Explain I How can you explain? Oh, heart He beliefs It lss hiss own vlf e's
ear! I never should have gone away sneeze. Der door lss
opened, und Ino school I Should have stayed at stead off
hiss vlfe, oud comes der
ome and done my duty by my broth- - milliner! Amazement!"
With a sense of the dramatic uni
"Nonsense, Carolyn,' Harry reproved ties, the Count paused. The ethers
per. "Yon simply make things look nodded mutely In confirmation ef his
prorse for me by such talk as that"
of the evidence.
,
"How could they be any worse for summing up
"Veil, den," he resumed. "Vat lss
demanded.
men
"Oh,
Carolyn
jyou!"
der natural deductions you draw.
wire wretches!
I suppose they are
und consequently, our first
fell alike. I thought I could trust my Darefore,
conclusion lss dot things look plaek
own brother.
I I even doubt
for Mr. Swifton. Iss it not so?"
iplgfon, nowl"
They agreed, silently.
The Count smiled grimly at Harry
"But vy should It be bo?" the Count
land shrugged his shoulders.
Harry
looked at him In mute appeal, as asked, pleasantly. "Iss Mr. Swifton
der
man In der house? Iss he
(though asking him to come to the der only man In
der vorld dot flirts?
front now with his plan of squaring May only
I ask vy I, a poor, unknown, un(things. But the Count was a man of
(experience.
tor ail his flippancy and noticed Cherman though Id lss not
so In my own country, I assure you!
jgaicty, he 'was man of experience
iss dare any reason vy I should be
to
know
are
when
that
you
enough
In your suspicions?"
neglected
(going to defend anything or any peand
Lucy
Carolyn looked at each
tition which la being attacked yon are
ixstter off If yon wait until the attack-la- other triumphantly. Here was a ray
of hope for Harry, after all.
party has exhausted Its ammun"But," the Count went on, "I must
ition and aVgnments.
you not t suspect me as you do
60 he bided his time, while Carolyn beg
Mr. Bwlfton. I know yon vill not, tor
sdually relieved her mind by means
tears and recriminations, and While Peebles de not gift such violent r
to stranchera as dey do to their
scy, who was completely mystified,
at who felt that something was tre-- own kind. I vill tell yon how die vom-a- a
to be In dot room. I sent
aendously wrong, slowly arrived at a her happens
dare!"
fctate ef calm on the haven of her
"You
did!" Carolyn
exclaimed.
shoulder.
I thought Harry"
( Shrewd old Amos Medders, being "Why,
"Of course, Miss Bwlfton," the
y birth and training a patient man,
ald nothing beyond a few soothing Count Interrupted her. "Ve vould alwords to Lucy. He had concluded to ways gift der benefit off der doubt to
end their visit and take her heme, any von but our own folk. Is It not
Now, vy did I sent her dare?
yet he was a fair man and he would so?
comes
here to see aboud a hat
She
come
to
from
chance
a
:glve Harry
she hass sent to a wrong address. I
sjnder the cloud. If he could,
recognize In her a lady mlt whom I
v '"Well, Carolyn," Harry said at last,
hag flirted. You see, I do not hesitate
"if you have finished all you have to to
acknowledge dot I haff flirted. Vy
of
real
at
truth
the
will
we
get
say,
Cie matter. Count von Fits, I think, should I? I am In diss oeuntry for
Ladles flirt mlt me a
:tn tell us something that will at 4q purpose.
chentleman vill at least be po
gallant
us."
Interest
least
shoul lity enough to respond. Beanty vas.
u .The Count straightened hla
.
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affairs. And
An ominous, ripping sound came.
Mrs. Blazes was beginning to make
her rope, but the young couple, or
course, Knew notning 01 mau
r.tralghtened up with a Jerk and tnea
to look unconscious. He did not kndw
what had given away. Carolyn tried
to smooth over his embarrassment by

"

People Have

him.
"And so do I.

I want a real home,
with the best little girl in the world
as my wife."
There was no mistaking his mean
ing. Lucy looked at him for half a
minute, then said:
"When thee have explained, Harry,

CHAPTER XI.
,

faying:
"Isn't It a lovely evening?
Then she began to sink gracefully
upon tne seat, wnen ao eveu mum
ominous ripping sound was heard.
Carolyn abandoned her project with
due and proper suddenness, while
Pigeon mopped his brow, and said, in
flustered tones that he tried to make
tound
"I thought earlier today that we
might have some rain."
He lifted his foot to rest it carelessly upon the bench, not caring to try
to elt down any more, but with the
movement came a terrific rip as though
something had torn loose forever.
He dropped his foot and tried to
whistle a popular air.
Carolyn looked the other way and
became nervous.
"I can't do a thing with my hair tonight," she observed, lifting her arms
to pat It Into shape.
matter-of-cours-

Her arms dropped to her sides,
"I think," Pigeon said, desperately,
Is the most pleasant
time of the day."
v
He sat down, In spite of the ripping
that still sounded.
"Won't you be seated?" he asked
politely.
Carolyn slowly, carefully allowed
herself to sit beside him, and to her
evident relief there was no further
sound of ripping.
"Isn't it funny," Pigeon said, "how
lonesome a fellow gets at this time of
the evening, If he Is all alone?"
"Now, don't get sentimental." Carolyn said, tapping him playfully on
the shoulder.
Simultaneously with he? movement
there; was a sudden, short rip. She
drew back In confusion.
"Is It wrong to get sentimental?"
Pigeon asked, carelessly dropping his
arm along the back of the seat and

'that the evening

,

(Continued
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"Well," Lucy Asked, "What Can They
.
Say?"
word
that everything Is all right,
my
so far as I am concerned?"
"I might take thy word, but thee
cannot explain so easily to Cousin
Socrates nor to father."
"Cousin Socrates has been In the
attic writing sonnets about you all
evening, and I have talked with your
father, bless his good old heart! He
believes In me, and he Is willing to
trust me."
"So do I believe In thee, Harry hut
thee cannot know how sorry I am that
this has happened. I regret it"
With an earnest effort to turn her
mind to a lighter view of things, Harry asked:
"60 you regret It?"
"I do very, very much."
"Then, If you regret it very, very
much, I'll forgive you this time," he
laughed, seating himself and taking
her hand.
She took her hand away quickly and
Jumped to her feet In Indignation.
"How can thee jest at such a moment?" she cried.
,
He rose and followed her.
"I shouldn't have jested," he said,
humbly.
"Lucy, you are not a city
girl and I'm glad of it but you are
apt to judge things too much on appearances."
Lucy turned and looked at him with
a pathetic seriousness in her eyes.
"Until this morning, Harry," she
said, "I wanted ,to be a olty girl. I
thought the little town where I have
lived was a pitiful place."
"But It had you in It," Harry re
minded her, gently.
"I am beginning to understand,'
Lucy said, "that here appearances
are everything but there isn't any
everything. In the country, there Is
everything and that takes the deceit
from the appearances."
"Why, you'i-- a genuine little philos
opher," Harry said.
"We have the blue sky In the daytime back there," Lucy continued,
"and here thee have clouds and smoke.
There we "have the stars at night.
here thee have electrlo signs. There
we get up at sunrise and the little
birds sing us a welcome from Che
trees, but here "
"Here the folks stay up until sunrise and eat the little birds before
that" Harry finished for her. "You
don't want a city home, then, Lucy?
"I want a home where the heart
does not have to be hidden," she told

Y .
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Children Who Are Sickly
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should sever be without a box of
for
Mother Gray Sweet Powder
Children, for n&e throughut the season. They break np colds, relieve
feverishness, constipation, teething
disorders, headache and stomach troubles. Used by mothers for 22 years.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't
any substitute. Sample mailed
FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted,

fbey neared the bench.
Suddenly Pigeon said:
"Let's sit down here. Tve rot to
see Harry through his racket, you
continuing a conversation which had lapsed some moments before ''but after that "
He looked down Into Carolyn's eyes.
"After that?" she asked, softly.
For Carolyn had all a woman's Intuition, In spite of her young years, and
she diagnosed the symptoms of an apinproaching proposal. She did not will
tend to accept him, but no woman
allow a proposal to get away from her.
the
Proposals to a woman are as war
scalps the Indian brave ties to his
belt.
After that," said Pigeon, beginning
to sit down, "I can look after myNown

Seven)

There 1b more Catarrh In this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable.
For a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by con
stantly falling to cure with local treatSci
ment, pronounced It incurable.
ence has proved catarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the mar
ket. It Is taken internally In doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
falls to cure. Send for drculars and
testimonials
Address: F. ,T. CHENEY & CO.. To-

Fifteen minutes later Count von Fits
ledo, Ohio
cautiously crept beneath the window
Sold by druggists, 75c. ,
an
and whistled. Mrs. Blazes did not
Take Hall's family Pills for constiswer. He wlstled louder. Still no an- pation.

Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follow.

Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
Cure every kidney 111.
Eaat Las Vegas citizens endorse
them.
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tilden ave..
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I have
nothing to withdraw from the publio
statement I gave in January 1907, In
favor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I was
troubled for about a year by disordered kidneys, the most annoying symptom being a kidney weakness. Doan'a
Kidney Pills procured at the Center
Block Pharmacy corrected my trouble.
Since then I have had a few slight recurrences of the difficulty but at such
times I have taken Doan's Kidney
Pills and they have never failed to
have the oesired effect."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
tents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan'e and
ake no other.
N
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Ladle!
t,hl.be-ter,-

Aim your urncsriot for a
IHamond Trwnd.A
in Ked Aod Wold aetallicV
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
TftLe no other. Buy of your
lriiiru-lt- .
Afnrrill.rilKH-TFlIAMONI KRAND PILLH, tot S&
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
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Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my
m otto. E s t
cheerful'
ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

,swer.

"If you are gone. I'm glad," he said
"Cheer me by not replying."
But no such cheer was In store for
(him. Mrs. Blazes noiselessly opened
the window and whispered:
"Sh! Be careful! Did you get my
ihat?"
'
"Not yet," the Count told her. "Dey
(haff to make him. I vouldn't trust
aot Daflle voman. I vent to anudder
hat place. Der name Is Terese."
"But they won't know the model,"
Mrs. Blazes feared.
"I eggsplain him perfectly. I tell
feer a shape like a smashed balloon,
yellow on der outside mlt a garden of
red puppies."
"Red popples, you silly man!"
look chust
"Puppies or popples-de- y
ps bad to me from now on."
"You'd best go. right back and stay
there until It Is finished," Mrs. Blazes
iqggestod.
'
"No. I told dem to sent It here, so
jl make sure I get it"
"That's good," she said, with a tone
lot relief.
"Now you come right oud und Ten
jfter hat comes I gift H to you, und
avay you go."
"Come out?" she asked sarcastically. "Am I an aeroplane?"
"Lis sen. Make a rope yet und 1
(poll you oud."
"An Idea!" she exclaimed with
"I'll tear up the sheets and
(things in here, tier them together In
at rope, and let myself down."
"Splendid! I go und vatch for der
meesencher mlt der hat"
The Count strolled away, while she
f
closed her window.
A young couple came walking slowly tnrough the flower garden. It was
Pigeon and Carolyn. The twilight
spell had been cast upon them "Arm
inarm, silently, they strolled until
de-ilg-
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RESORT

In the Healthful New Mexican Rockies,

near Lss Vegas
STAQE LEAVES EVERY nORNIN'O AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT SUNDAYS

lnqulr at ROMERO

MERCANTILE CO.,
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ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing: is worth most
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)Jbooks, automobiles
.used machinery land furniture, particles of J usefulness of any
.
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of thinjs, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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THE GIRL OF MY DREAMS

Optic

HARD, HARD, HARD

THE LOOBY

(Continued from Page Six)
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THE

behind her, ana at the Bametrine
hearing another vicious rip. He pulled
his arm back as though hla hand had
encountered a pin.
"It's allly to be sentimental," Carolyn declared, without a motion of any
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

SOCIETY

COLUMN

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

BEST GOODS

CHAPMAN

.1

AND

LODGE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS:

NO. 2, A. F. &

Regular com
munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth,
era cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A. M.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO. 2,

HANDLED

I

DIRECTOR!'

brothers

always welcome to

the

W. O. Wood, aache"m;
wigwam.
David Flint, chief of records and

collector of wampum.
B. P. O.

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. O
i Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W
Condon, Secretary

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Regal
'Oular conclave second Tues-- '
day in each month at
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
S. C; Chas. Tamme, ReClarence They say that you should
day evenings each month, at Fra
not put a $5 hat on a
corder.
head.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Percy Well, it's easier to mark
Brothers cordially Invited to attend
down the hat than to mark up the
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
head.
B. F. McOulre, President; E. C,
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
FEARFULLY LAZY
in each month at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUiMftn
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
P.; Chas. H- Sporleder,
building.
Visiting members are
secretary.
Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth ThursI. O. O. F
LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
their hall on Sixth street All visit-inAgnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matrou;
brethren cordially invited to atThomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. Q.; A.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. Q.; T. M. Elwood.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E, C rites, treasurer;
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
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Five canta par Una each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary worda to a
Una. No ad to occupy lesa apace than
"Isn't It a Lovely Evening?"
two line. All advertlaementa chargsort.
this time she was afraid
ed will bo booked at space actually even By
to turn her eyes toward him.
to
without
of
number
set,
regard
"I'm silly, am I?" Pigeon asked.
worda.
Cash in advance preferred sulkily.
"I didn't say that," she answered.
"You did!"
"I didn't!"
"You did, and I can prove HI"
WANTED Woman to do cooking and
"I didn't, and can prove it!"
downstairs work. Inquire 1054 Sev
Pigeon attempted to arise haughtily,
but
and he sat down
enth street.
again.
"I suppose," he said to her, pettishWANTED Dressmaking
and plain ly, "you think I can't do anything?"
"You can't!" she replied, pouting,
sewing. 1010 Tilden ave.
for she was angry because of the ripping, and naturally wanted to vent her
WANTED
Good cook. 725 6th st.
wrath on the nearest object, which in
this instance happened to be the poor
youth, "You can't Doing nothing is
the best thing you do."
"Boarding school wit!" Pigeon retorted. "Oh, well, there are plenty
of other girls!"
FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
"And don't you forget, Mister WiFirst Lawyer Is your office boy
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E. lliams," she snapped, with a heavy accent on the "Mister," "that there are lazy?
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan,
Second Lawyer Lazy! Why he's
plenty of other men!"
so
killed
time that he is
She
out the word "men" ashamed to much
look a clock in the face.
FOR SALE "The Albert," cheap with allbrought
the emphasis and meaning
rent See Wheeler, Las Vegas necessary to convey to him the idea
Steam Laundry Office.
AT THE VAUDEVILLE
that she regarded him as a boy.
Then she arose, utterly ignoring a
terrific ripping noise, and strode Into
FOR
SALE Bulf Plymouth Rock the house
with the cold, heartless
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money tread of a princess. But as she went
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- up the steps. Pigeon, had he been
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. watching, would have seen her clutch
ing nervously at her skirt, while the
ripping went merrily on.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all
Pigeon got up with an air of gloom.
"
"scrlptlona." Notary seals and rec- and grasped his belt in a tight clutch
and marched off, his steps v being
ords at The Optic ofCce.
timed by staccato rips, which he did
not locate as coming from the room
wherein was Mrs. Mazes.
And In that room Mrs. Blazes was
tearing and tying strips of
feverishly
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
and towels, and table covers,
sheets,
bath, modern home, $8 month. 1033 together, all unconscious tnat in her
Fifth street.
strenuous efforts to effeot her escape
she was creating the first bump upon
the pathway of a young love but
Flve-romodern
RENT
FOR
then love, as Mr. Shakespeare obhouse. Inquire 825 Third street.
served long long ago, never did run
'
smooth.

Wanted

-

cor-diall- y

g

EL

For Salo

For Rent

miscellaneous

(To He Continued Monday.)

s
FARMS FREE
every acre In every county
in the United States, contains
township and section plats, rainfall maps, land laws, how and where
to get land without ' living on It,
all about irrigated farms and Indian
reservation openings. Price 25 cents
postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint
w&s
Paul, Minnesota.

GOVERNMENT

Offi-scrlbe-

SHEEP

TO

SUPPLANT

DAIRY

Harriman to Dispose of Her
Large Herd of Famous Holstein
Cattle for New Venture.

Mary

Newberg, N.

Y.

Sheep will

ning in Castle hall.
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
Chas. E. Liebsch- nier. Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

Meets the second and fourth Fridays of each month in the W. O.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Laemmle, Clerk; z. W. Montague,
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighbors are cordially invited.

DENTISTS.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
102 Meets' every
Monday night at
their hall In the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight Suite
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring, president; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secretary; C. Baily, Treasurer.

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards

F. R. LORD

and third Wednesdays of each
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Rooms 3 and 4
Glvens, Secretary.
Phone Main
Visiting mem- Office
Residence
bers cordially Invited.
Phone Main

57
1S

Calling Cards

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
4,

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

Birth Announcements

ATTOItNEYS

Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
HUNKER & HUNKER
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesAttorneys at Law
day of the month in the vestry Las
New Mexico
Vegas
rooms of Temple Montefiore 'at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
MASSAGE
First Gagster Electricity was In
President; Charles Greenclay, Secnse before the flood.
'
retary.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Second Gagster How
do
you
know?
Masseuse and Midwife
First Gagster Why, didn't Noah RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Residence Phone
Main 308
have ark lights?
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
Thursday of each month, eighth
HAD IT IN FOR HIM
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,

Programs
and Stationery

sup-

plant cattle on the Harriman estate
in Arden, according to a report circulated here, when it became known
that Mrs. Charles Cary Rumsey, who,

TO

SUMMER

COLORADO POINTS

r Urn

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
Chicago,

EXCURSIONS

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16.60

St, Paul, flinn., $46.30
111.,

$46.30

ii

Optic

Publishing
Company

Tickets on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911,
In either direction,
are first class and good for stop-ove- rs
1911
final limit October 31,

-

,i,.tti....

Printed by the

ROUND TRIP

since the death of her father, Mr.
Edward H. Harriman, has managed
his estate, was going to sell the large
herd of Holsteln cattle and discontinue the dairy branch of the Clove
Valley Land Company. The milk produced by the dairy has been shipped
to New York market every day.
Ji
Recently Mrs. Rumsey lias gone to
Kansas, and it is said she purchased
a large number of sheep. The land
of the Harriman estate is adapted to
sheep raising and it is believed t,;$t
Mrs. Rumsey intends raising sheep on
a large scale. Mrs. Rumsey believes
that she can make the estate pay a
Miss Chance Oh, Tom, papa haa
larger dividend next year than It ever
before if her sheep raising fat'ed.
paid
LOCAL TIME CARD
Mr.
Nocoyne Well, you might
scheme works out as she contem.
know h's'd do' all he could to keep us
plates.
Mr. Edward H. Harriman in his from gettg married.
West bound
lifetime was much interested in hi;
Arrive
i
herd of cows and spent large sums in
NATURALLY
No. 1
1:50 P.M. their breeding. Milk and butter ship...
6:15 A. M. ped from Arden to New York was
No. 3
6:15P.M. placed on many a Fifth avenue table
No.7...k
No.
6:35 P. M. at a price a good deal In excess of
more plebean dairy products.
Depart
His daughter, Mrs. Rumsey, is no
M.
No. 1
... 2:10 P.
Interested in cows so much as she l
No. 3
6:20 A. M In sheep. She has already arranged
No. 7 ...
6:40 P. M. to import several pedigreed rap
No. 9
7:00 P. M. from England and Scotland, and wlu
soon have an extensive
jW ag
expensiye flock. The herd of catte
EAST BOUND
Will te sold at auction t
a few dayg
Arrive
Mrs. Rumsey haa
nerse
wed
No. 2
M.
:10 P.
to be well equipped for any DUslnes,
No. 4
.. 11:10 P. M. in which she wis eg tQ engagv Sne
No. 8
1:18 A. M. has made the
Btatfl at Arden yIel(J
:
No. 10
1:45 P. M. good profits.
nd witn the change ot
sheep for co" g Jt ls Heyed that next
Depart
she v jjj nave even greater profits
year
This world is but a fleeting show,
No. 2
:15 P. M. to show
And yet there's not a man
M.
No. 4
P.
11:20
wants to see as much of the
But
No. 8
... 1:25 A. M.
Performance as he can.
No. 10
M.
1:10 P.
Ifeat, 'expands even a hot temper.

Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders:
'A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic Inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
I comment taking them, I began to
regain my strength. The inflammation cleared and I am far better than
I have been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and I highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

.

LODGE
DORADO
NO
1,
OF
PYTHIAS Meets LA8 VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF. AMERICA
every Monday eve-

KN IGHTS

D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.

i

Printers of
If it may be termed a science

'

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

.

must

SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Our Prices Are Right
A

8

LAS VEGAS DAILY

s

LOCAL NEWS

Nice for Cold Lunch
'

,

SATURDAY, JUNE io, 191 1

McCormick Binders and Mowers
'V

,

Fresh Boiled Ham
R385BF1!5

Repairs for all Machines Made

The subject of Prof. E. E. Went- worth's lecture-recita- l
at Normal hall
on Monday evening, Juno 19, will be
"Flowers of Music." The lecture will
be illustrated by an excellent Instrumental and vocal program particated
in by the pupils of Prof. Layton and
accomplished local talent

Per Pound 40 Cents
1

AT

N. B. A new shipment of Elkhorn Brtnd Pimento
Cheese just received.
s

"i

i.

......

Old Crow sold over the bar at

long's Buffet

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1,30 per Sack

Las VegasiRoller Mills

PHONE MAIN 379

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

ESTABLISHED 18 70

M.

Friedman

is recovering

JILL NEW.

a severe Illness with which she

has been confined to her bed for
eral days.

STYLES

TE

?

THIS IS FOR SATURDAY ONLY

sev-

1- -4

Charles A. Haynes, of Santa Fe,
one of the oldest Santa Fe trainmen
in service on the New Mexico division, was in Las Vegas today on business connected with his duties. He
lived here years ago and notes many
changes for the better in this city.
He returned home this evening.

OFF

3)

on all Children's Wash Suits

92. OO Suits for........'.
$t.BO Suits

$1.SO
$1.12

for .... .. .1,

1- -2

$1.25 Suits for.
$1.00 Suits for.

95o
7 Bo

SATURDAY ONLY

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Norton are the

parents of a baby daughter born at
noon today. The young lady weUha
F. O. Blood of this city has be.vi
An interesting meeting of the He- seven pounds.
fbrew Ladies' Benevolent Society was chosen temporary president of the
Postmasters' associaheld Monday afternoon at the bome New Mexico
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
of Mrs. William Rosenthal. Mrs. Em- tion, an organization which Is nov
ma Cohn presided In her most gra in process of formation. W. A. Da- at Long's Buffet
cious manner. After a discussion of vis of Clovls, is temporary secretary.
Chicken dinner with ice cream
business matters an interesting pro- He and Mr. Blood are working for the
dessert
of
at the White Kitchen Sun
asso
permanent
the
organization
was
gram
participated In by the ladles ciation.
It Is planned to call a meet day. Dinner 25 cents. The place that
present. Papers were read by Mrs.
of the postmasters In Albuoueraue is clean.
CbarleB Greenelay and Mrs. F. Reu-the- ing
next fall during the territorial fair.
Miss Mosher of Denver gave a
The association will include in lta
Acting upon an attachment procur
delightful reading, "The Horse Race,"
all first, second and thirl ed yesterday by Simon Sanders and
membership
Miss Mosher also
gave a talk on class postmasters. Mr. Blood and Mr.
company, Chief of Police Ben Coin
health, which was much enjoyed.
Davis have had correspondence with in his capacity of
deputy sheriff, last
a large number of New Mexico postnight closed the Cabinet bar on Rail
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap masters and have received assurance road avenue. The
papers were servU
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the of their hearty support of the proposupon Charles Palmer, one of tbe profinest draught beers served over any ed association.
prietors of the place. Palmer's part
bar in the city.
ner, William Flaherty, left Las Veg.w
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon a few days ago. The attachment 19
Augustus Idles Davis, the fifteen- - at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- said to be for debts Incurred by the
months-olson of Mr. and Mrs. W. rels on the bar.
proprietors in the purchase of stook,
F. Davis, died yesterday afternoon at
etc. The Cabinet has been in op
One week from today is the dao eration about one
the home of the parents, 821 Main
year in the Ward
street. The child had been ill a upon which Tag Day will be observed building.
short time with tonsllitis. The fu- in Las Vegas for the benefit of the
neral was held tbts afternoon at 2 public library. The library board ha
The clock strikes, but never for
o'clock from the home, Rev. O. P. invited a number of the popular and shorter
hours.
Miles of the First Baptist church hav pretty girls of the city to do the taging charge of the services. Inter- ging stunts and it would be a hardment was in Odd Fellows' cemetery hearted man indeed who would ref use
Mr. Davis is a carpenter. The f amilj to dig up a dime or a quarter for the
came from Alabama and located in library when they request him to do
so in exchange for a tag. It is worth
Las Vegas about two years ago.
something to a man's pride for evAT COOLEY'S BARN
erybody in town to know that he has
A
seven passenger been taken notice of on the street
wagon, custom made, and will come by one or more pretty girls. Every
Tour curtains need launderman who wears a tag will enjoy that
home safely If kept right side up.
distinction. The money derived from
ing this spring. The usage they
the elaborate game of tag will be used
have received and the dust
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that S. in purchasing new books for the
they have absorbed during the
Swadley has sold the Arcade Saloon
winter, makes them unfit to
to Paul Idler, and that the said Paul
the entire summer. Send
hang
Positively no camping, nshing or
Idler assumes all indebtedness and
curtains
your
to us, when you
collects all outstanding accounts in hunting allowed on our ranch.
C.
W.
F.
and
J.
Wesner.
take
them
connection with eald aaloon.
down and you will
S. SWADLEY,
be pleasantly surprised by their
The Railroaders will eo tonieht
PAUL IDLER.
appearance when we return
Albuquerque, where tomorrow after- them. We wash them clean,
roon they will meet uoon the base
without damaging them; we
ball field Dan Padilla's Grays. The
starch them just stiff enough
Grafts are the best baseball aggreto drape right and hold their
gation in Albuquerque but the Eall- roaders have a stron litiMm
shape, and we dry them perexpect to show the Albuquerque bunch
fectly square, even and the exthat they know a few things about
act size as when sent us.
the great national pastime.
Harper
Harmon will pitch and Ettlnger will
You'll Like Our Work.
Try M
catch.
Swede? Eckberg, formerly
of the Maroons and Santa Fe, will
Play first base, Marshall will be on
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
second and Red Young on third. The
railroaders have won two games from
Phone Main81.
the Raton Santa Fe team and expect to make a good showing in Al
buquerque. The fans in Las Vegas
are proud of the Railroaders and
would like to aee them take the
measure of the Padilla outfit.

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring

light-runnin- g

First National Bank
I

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As'tCashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign
Exchange.
A

GREENBERGER'S
A SQUARE

DEAL

I

"LAZY"

The kind you get
real rest out of.
At

from $1.00 to $6.00.
STAN0

'tltr

'

Requires a skillful process To take a. garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the
shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Karef ul Klothing Kleariing Ko.
.

The First of
the Week

III

-

'

ll

HARVEY'S

I J. H. STEARNS I
1

1

GROCER.

Native, call at the

It

at our store

C. JOHNSEN

8

SON

Screened and Lump Raton CerriUos

COAL n J D WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all

sizes-Ste-

am

Wood and Kindling

Coal-Sa- wed

D.w.G on d on

on-'-2i

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
for
Today
T5he Optic and Have
Onemof Your Own
RETAIL PRICES
lb, or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs, Ech Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lb.. Each

2,000

20a

1,000

60

fisi E.cn Del.v.?
ib., Each DoHvery

200

U Th,

50

Z

."-

.

J

-"'7

J"

USE

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural W
and Lasting
Quality of Which Have Made
Avenue!

?
lb- -

ffc

t.

BOUCHER'S

Poreolatoro

FINE DIG

PANSY and VERBENA PLANTS

HMflOCK PORCH SWING

Ask to s?e

Fresh Roasted
GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET

HEW

AGUA PUR A GO MP A NY

rt

For (he Best Meats, Kansas City or

THE

623 Douglas Ave.

OPEN NOW

This famous mountain resort Is now
ready for Its 29th season. H. A. Har
vey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their corn-Soand enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, returning Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate

CIOSI0

'

J.

WATERMELONS

DRY CLEANING

Lincoln Avenue

Mrs.
Troffi

Saturday, Juno
20 per cent

We will put on sale
10th, our complete line of
Men's and Boys' Straw Hats, consisting of Sailors, Soft Straws in all the
new shapes, Milans and Panamas at
Discount

d

Phone Main 131

b

GREENBERGER'S

r.

Every Sack Guaranteed

Phone Vegas 450

AT

LUDWIG WH. ILFELD, Agent

New cement sidewalks are being
Finch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
laid to the east and south doors of
in the wood. Direct from distillery
the court house. The walks will be
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
of ample width. They are being con
structed by Contractor Montoya.
There will be a dance sriven at the
armory Saturday evening, June 17th,
At an enthusiastic meeting of Las
as a finale to the day's tag proceeds
Vegas Camp No. 13,779, Modern
for the benefit of the Carnegie li Woodmen of
America, held last night
brary. Tickets can be procured from at W. O. W. hall on Sixth street,
the young ladles or the committee In three candidates were Initiated Into
charge. There will be an admission the mysteries of woodcraft, being giv
of 25 cents.
en the first degree.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

I
of Straw Hats

.

Sliced to your order
in any quantity

$

NONE BETTER MADE

An order has been Issued by the
postal department discontinuing the
postofflces at Olguln, mail for which
will be sent to Anton Chico, and
Onava, mail to Watrous. Both effective June 3.

5

.

0?TIC

COFFEE

l

It

'.

and

35 Cents Per Dozen

or Phone Main 16 17 18
--

v

f

This is "bully" weaher for transplanting.

Perry Onion

Store Phono Main 462

Order some now.

&

Soil

Razch Phono Main 276

JEWELER

.

.

OPTICIAN

